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With a little care and patience potatoes can be matured for market by the -· -·last week in July, ordinary seasons, and TT
ττ
perhaps before, if the conditions of the
weather are favorable. Of course in
the northern part of the state the season
is a little later.
The soil should be thoroughly puf>
verized. I prefer ploughing in the
spring. It is more apt to dry out quicker than land that is ploughed in the fall.
A light sandy or red loam is the most
suitable for early potatoes. A good
plan to start potatoes early is to have
your seed in a warm place by the tenth
of April, and if they have plenty of light
the eprouts will start strong and green.
My early potatoes were planted May β
in 1905, and May 12 In 1906. They were
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the east to look around him carefully
for neglected ones at home before going
fifteen hundred mile· away from
environment.
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season as

with the sprouts up.

the

season

before.

I think they

are

earlier and will come up evener that
too
way. Do not be afraid of planting
early. If the ground is a little cold, and
the green sprout may not break ground
at once, it will be sending out roots all
the while, which will give it a good start
when the weather gets favorable.
I think potatoes mature earlier on
fertilizer than any other manures. I
use about 12 per cent of potash (about
cfoe ton to the acre), 15 percent of phosphoric acid, 3 per cent of nitrogen.
Half is dropped with the potatoes, the
remainder when they are hoed the first
time. The more potash you use the
larger the crop you will harvest. While
phospborio acid hastens their maturity.
They should be sprayed soon as the tops
are six inches high. Spraying will prevent the little flea which eats little pin
holes in the foliage which is apt to cause
blight, also it will prevent the beetle
from depositing its eggs. Bordeaux
mixture is the best poison to use.
Broxal in the dust form is good. It is a
Bordeaux in a dust form, and can be
applied with a duster when the leaves

con·

new

early last

Most of the early sorts were ready for
market the 25th of July.
I make it a rule to plant my potatoes
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daft, κοπή hud thought to make fight
over the spoils, but their queen ruled
with un Iron grip. Her first Inspiration was to satisfy her own fancle ·.
but as soon ns that was done she mingled prodigality with a line Justice,

dividing,

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
Repairing,

NASH,

(«stowing

and

taking away from somethat which he had.
It was an orgy. In thirty-five minutes those resectable children looked
as If they had l»ecn drugged at the ta'.I
The sacred Marga.<
of a chariot.
twins, blinking and grunting, wished
to tuke seat upon the floor, and even
the most durable Jlmmie Trescot'
found occasion to lean against the
counter, wearing at the time a solemn
and abstracted air, as if he expected
something to happen to him shortly.
Of course their belief had been in an
unlimited
apacity, but they found
The shopkeeper
there was an end.
handed the queen her change.
"Two seventy-three from five leaves
two twenty-seven. Miss Cora," he said
looking upon her with admiration.
She turned swiftly to her clan.
"O-oh." she cried in amazement, "look
how much I have left!" They gazed at
the coins In her palm. They knew then
that it was not their capacities which
it was the $5.
were endless,
The queen led the way to the street.
"We must think up some way of spend
ing more money," she said, frowning.
They stood In silence, awaiting he
further speech.
Suddenly she clapped her hands au ι
"Come on!
screamed with delight.
"I know what let's do!'
she cried.
Now behold, she had discovered the
red and white pole In front of the shop
of one William Neeltje, a barlter by
tnule.
It becomes necessary to say a fewsometimes

body

^

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

balancing,

even

He was
Neeltje.
to the town. He had come and
opened a dusty litlie shop on dusty
Bridge street lilll, and. although the
neighborhood knew from the courier
winds that his diet was maiuiy cabbage, they were satisfied with that
Of course Kiefsnyder
meager data.
cauie to Investigate him for the local
barbers' union, but he found lu him
only sweetness and light, with a willingness to charge any price at all for
In fact, the ada shave or a hair cut.
vent of Neeltje would have made barely a ripple upon the placid bosom of
Whilomvllle If it were not his name
was

Neeltje,

At first the pejple looked at his sign
bourd out of the eye corner and wondered lazily why any one should bear
the name of Neeltje, but as time went
on men spoke to other men, saving.
"How do you pronounce the name of
that barber up there on Bridge street
hill?" And then, before any could pre

'"Look!" bhc tlccluimcd.
it. tli<> liest minds of the town
spliu*iM-iug their Iance3 against
William Xeoltje's signboard. If a man
In*! a mental superior, lie guided him
seductively to this name and watchel
with glee liis wrecking. The clergy of
the town even entered the lists. There
was one among them who had taken
collegiate prize in Syrlae as well as In
nevera 1 lens opaque languages, and th.·
other clergymen at one of their week
ly meetings sought to betray him in'
this ambush. He pronounced the uaim·
correctly, but that mattered little, since
none of them knew whether he did or
did not, and so they took triumph »c
cording to their Ignorance. Under the?
arduous circumstances It was certai'·
that the town should look for a nick
name, and at this time the nickname
So Wwas In process of formation.
tlam Neeltje lived on with his secret
imillng foolishly toward the world.
"Come on." cried little Cora. "Let's
all get our halt cut. That's what let's
do. Let's a!i get our hair cut! Come
on! Come on! Come on!" The others were carrtwd olT their feet by the
fury of this assault. To get their hair
cut! What Joy! Little did they know
If this were fun; they only knew that
their small leader said It was fun.
Chocolate siuiued, but confident, the
veut

were
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Coal at
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band marched into William Neeltje'a
barber shop.
"We wish to «et our hair cut." eaiil

£

little Cora
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appeared to them looking
very soldierly with hie cropped little
head, there was a tumult over tlrt
The Margate twins howled;
chair.
Jimniie Trescott was kicking them on

the shins. It was a fight
But the twins could not prevail, being the smallest of all the children.
The queen herself took the chair ami
ordered Neeltje as If he were a lady's
To the floor there fell prouil
maid.
ringlets, biasing even there In their
humiliation with a full tine bronze
light. Then Jimniie Trescott, then Ella
Earl (two long ash colored plaits), then

a Phelps girl, tlieu another Phelps girl,
aud so on from head to head. The ceremony received unexpected check when
the turn came to Dan Karl. This lad
usuully docile to auy rein, had sudden
ly grown mulishly obstinate. No; In·
would uot, he would not. He liimsel·
did uot seem to know why he refused
to have his hair cut, but, despite tinshrill division of the company, he re
mained obdurate. Anyhow, the twins,
long held In check and now feverislil\
eager, were already struggling for tin-

chair.
I

I

à

"SSM

M.We

g.,J*

Auu su tu tnu noor ut last euuie tu.·
Margate curls, the heart trea

golden

ure uiul glory of u mother, three aunt
ami some feminine cousins.
All having been tinished, tlie chil
ilren, highly elate, througed out int
the street. They crowed and cackle.!
with pride and joy, unon turning Ij
scorn the cowardly l>au Karl.
Ella Earl was an exception. She hud
been pensive for some time, and now

the shorn little maiden began vaguely
to weep. In the door of his shop Wiilimn Νeel t Je stood watching them,
upon his face a grin of almost inhuman

ϊγΛϊϊΛΛϊϊ:
δ2·Λ«.«=
pain.

twin» In

^TzXf^
s^«?rJ£ss
r„ rrr.»·
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face pale with horror.
"What's the matter?" he cried"Oh. father." she gasped, the cmi

dThen around

the corner of the house
the twins, howling at the top of
power, their faces flowing with
were still hand In hand
tea«
the ruling passion being strong even η
suffering. At sight of them old
Eldrldge took his pip· hastily out of
mouth. -Good God!" be sa d.
And now what befell one NVllllam
KeeltJe a barber by trade? And what

S
mine

The;

S?

said

by angry parentsof e ®
of such an angel child? And w η t
was the fate of the angel chUd herse f ?
There was surely a tempest. W th
the exception of the Margate twine
fr°m
the boys could well be
the affair. Of course It dldn t matte
If their hair was cut. Also lue t
little I'helps girls had had very short
was

er

J

elln»^d

.Mr
ΖΪΖΙ'ΛοΛ
ereatly

^

not too
Incensed. In the case
of Ella Karl It was hutaly the pathoa
of tlie little girl's own grieving, but
her mother played α meet genaro».
part and called upon Mrs. Trescott and
condoled with the mother of the angel
child over their equivalent losses. But
the Margate contlugentl They simp >

blo,!S'

composed and cool
in the middle of a giddy whirl.
He was uot going to allow the mo »
bine of his wife's cousins, nor was he
g ,lng ο Pretend that the spoliation of
Margate twins was a virtuous and
beautiful act. He was elected gratul
tously to the position of a buffer.
15ut. curiously, the one who achieved
the bulk of the misery was old Eldrldge Margate, who lmd been pkkli
peas ut the time. The feminine Mat
gates stormed his POsltlon as lndMd·
uals. in pairs. In teams and on nmsse
In two days they may have age-l blm
seven years.
He must destroy the ut
ter Neeltje. He must mldulghtly mas·
sacre the angel child a.* her mother.
He must dip his arms In blood to the

'^Trescott

took the first opportunity to
express to him his concern over hc a
fair but when the subject of the dis
aster was mentioned old Eldrldu'e.
the doctor's great aarprlae ac.ua«>'
chuckled long and deeply.
I n*
look a-here." be said.
so much in love with them there <
The curls was purty. yes. but
curls
then I'd a darn sight rather see boys

them

with

his

half

Idiot

mamma, mamma!"
The desolate Jlmmie heard out of
voice
this Inexplicable situation a
which he knew well, a sort of colouel's
voice, and he obeyed like any good

soldier. "Jlmtnie!"
He

stepped

"Yes, sir!"

three paces to the front

"How did this—how did this happen?" said Trescott.
Now, Jimmle could have explained
how had happened anything which

had happened, but he did not know
what had happened, so he said, "I—

I—nothln'."
"Aud, oh, look at her frock!" said
Mrs. Trescott brokenly.
The words turned the mind of the
mother of the angel child. She looked
she reup, her eyes blazlug. "Frock!"

"Frock! What do I care for
Frock!" she choked out
frock!
again from the depths of her bitterThen she arose suddenly aud
ness.
whirled tragically upon her husband.
"Look!" she declaimed. "All—her Iove-

peated.
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NE November it becunie clear
t_> c-bililisti minds in eertuiu
parts of Whllomvllle jtbat the
Sunday school of the" Presbyterian church would not have for the
chililron the usual tree 011 Christmas
eve. The funds free for that utK'ieut
festival would be used for the relief
of Buffering among the victims of the

Cha î les ton en rthq un ke.
The plan had been born in the gcnerous head of the superintendent of the
Sunday school, and during one session
he had made a strong plea that the
children should forego the vain pleasures of a tree and. in glorious application of the golden rule, refuse a local
use of the fund and will that It be
sent where dire pain might l>e alleviated. At the end of a tearfully elo-

quent speech tln> <|uestion was put
fairly to a vote, and the children in a

burst of virtuous abandon carried the
question for Charleston. Many of the
teachers had been careful to preserve
a finely neutral attitude, hut oven if
they had cautioned the children

against being too impetuous they could
not have checked the wild Impulses.
Put this was a long time lieforp
Christmas.
Very early boys held Important
speech together. "Huh! You ain't
goln* to ha\e no Christmas tree at the
Presbyterian Sunday school."
Sullenly the victim answered. "No,
we

ain't."

"Iluh!*' scofTed the other denomina"We are goln' to have the all
tion.
fircdest biggest trpe that you ever saw

In the world."
The little Presbyterians were greatly
downcast.
It happened that Jltntnle Trescott
had regularly attended the PresbyteThe Trescotts
rian Sunday school.

consistently

were

undenominational,

but they had sent their lad on Sundays
to one of the places where they
thought he would receive benefits.
However, on one day In December
JIminle appeared l»efore his father and
made a strong spiritual appeal to be
forthwith attached to the Sunday

school of the Big Progressive church.
I>r. Trescott mused this question considerably. "Well, Jim," he said, "why
do you conclude .that the Ritf Progressive Sunday school Is better for
you than
school?"

the

Presbyterian Sunday

"Now—It's nicer," answered

Jim m le,

look lug at his father with an anxious
eye.
"How do yon mean?"
"Why. now—some of the boys what
go to the Presbyterian place, they ain't
very nice," explained the flagrant Jlm-

mle.
Trescott mused the question considerably once more. In the end he said:
"Well, you may change If you wish
this one time, but you must not be
changing to^md fro. You decide now,
and then you must abide by your de-

His beginning was childlie hurriedly said:
"
'Trust ye not in lying words, saying the temple of the Lord, the temple
of the Lord, the temple of the I/trd,
"
are these.'
"Now," said the teacher. "Johnnie
Scanlan. toll us what those words
mean." The Pcanlan boy shamefacedly muttered (hat ho dial not kn· v.
The teacher's countenance saddei.··.!.
Her heart was in her work. She wanted to make a success of this Sunday
school class. "Perhaps Homer I'hol' :
can tell us.' she remarked.
Homer gulpid.
Ho looked at Jim*
mie. Through the great ro mi hummed
a
steady hum. A litt!·· circle ve:*y
:i
near was being told about I>aniei
the liotj's deu.
They were deeply
moved.
At the moment they like·!
Sunday school.

great effort.

ishly explosive.

"Why—now—It menus." said Homer,
a grand po.iipos'ty born of a
sense of !i <p;-less Ignorance—"it means
—why. it means that they were In t ,o
wrong place."
"No." said the teacher profo'indly;
"it means that ν.·ο should 1)0 goodThat is what It
very good indeed.
with

if r.eai ; that we should love
the Lord and I ■· good. Love the Lord
and be goo.1. Tli.it Is what it means."
The little Lays .-iitldenly bad u sense
of black w>kedne<s as their teacher
looked austerely upon them.
They
gazed ut her with the wide open e· es
»»
of simplicity. They were stirr<
This thing of being good—tb
business of life—apparently it was
ways successful. They knew from t
fairy tales. lint It was dittlctilt, wa<n :
it? It was said to be the most heartbreaking task to be generous, wa n t
It? One had to pay the price of one's
eyes in order to be pacific, didn't one?
As for patience, it was tortured martyrdom to be patient, wasn't It? Sin
was simple, wasn't it?
But virtue
was so dilficult that it could only
?
practiced by heavenly beings, wasn't
it?
means,

Aud the angels, the Sunday scho'il
superintendent aud the teacher swam
In the high ν I.sinus of the little boys as
beluga so good that if a boy s atchel
his shin in the same room he was

a

profane and sentenced devil.

"And.* said the teacher, "'the tem-

ple of tlie Lord'—what doe< that mean?
I'll a»k the new boy. What does that
mean'.'"

"I diin'no'," said .Timmie blankly.
Bu( here the professional bright boy
>f tlie class suddenly awoke to his ob"Teacher." he cried. 'It
ligations.
neaus church, same as this."
"Kxaetly,'* said the tea· her deeply
ttitlstied with tills reply. "Vou know
four lesson well, Clarence. I am much
iloased."
The other boys, instead of being envious. looked with admiration upon

"Yesslr." said Jlmmle brightly. '"Big
Progressive."
"All right," said the father. "But remember what I've told you."
On the following Sunday morning
JImmie presented himself at the door
of the basement of the Big Progressive
church. lie was conspicuously washed, notably ralmeuted, prominently
polished. And Incidentally he was very
uncomfortable because of all those vir
tues.

A number of acquaintances greeted
contemptuously. "Hello, .liinmie!
What you duin' here? Thought you

liioi

was

a

Presbyterian!"

Jlmmle cast down his eyes and made
lie was too cowed by the
no reply.
change. However, Homer Phelps, who
was a regular patron of the Big Pro-

Mrs. Trescott dropped a large lady's
Journal and made a nerveless me
clianlcal clutch at It. The painter grip
ped the arms of his chair and leaued
forward, staring until his eyes were
like two little clock faces. I)r. Très

fobbing to her mother. "Oh, mamma,

Y
0

ned him keenly and derided his condition.
"We will proceed to the leeeou," «aid
Then she cried stemthe young lady
ly, like a sergeant, "The .seventh chapter of Jeremlnb!"
There was a swift tlntterliiR of leaflets. Tlien the name of Jeremiah, u
wise man, towered over the feeling*
Homer Bhclps was
of these boys.
doomed to r:'!id the fourth verse. He
took a deep breath, he puffed out hie
lips, hb gathered his strength for a

cision."

luncheon bell. Jimmle and the angel
child burst in upon them. "Oh, maiu
ma," shrieked little Cora, "see how
fine I am! I've ha<J my hair cut! Isu't
It splendid? And Jimmle too!"
The wretched mother took one signt.
emitted one yell and fell into a chair

cott did not move or speak.
To the children the next moments
There waa a loudly
were chaotic.
walling mother and a pale faced,
aghast mother, a stammering father
and a grim and terrible father. The
nngel child did not understand anything of It save the voice of calamity,
and In a moment all her little imperialism weut to the winds. She ran
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was

"Hurry, now!" commanded the queen
A dray horse tolled step by step. ste|i
u fa'
by step, up Bridge street hill;
I
woman's voice arose; there could
I ly-halr—all her lovely halr-goneIn
heard the ceaseless hammers of shin
gone!" The painter was apparently
summei
was
all
were
gling carpenters;·
a fit. Ills Jaw was eet. his eyes
Who's goln
peace. "Come on. now.
glazed, his body was stiff and straight.
—all
Come on. Ella; you go first
lirst?
"All gone —all —her lovely hair
Oettln' our hair cut! Oh. what fun!"
gone—mv poor llttlo darlln* my poor
Little Ella Karl would not, however
—little—darlln'!" And tho angel child
She wa* drawt
tip fW In the chair.
her heartbroken voice to her
added
fascination
toward it by a singular
wall as they fled Into each
mother's
l>-.'t ::t (!:l· :a:;:e time she was afrai.
arms.
other's
··■
s
li.'.'.ir l»".ck. sayln
-t It

,1

Plumbing

haughtily.

Neeltje. In his shirt sleeves, stood

looking at
Rmile.

abl£

Lot

;r^n, c:;;«

The Little

Λ^-Λ»
™

■*»

It now becomes the duty of the un
fortunate writer to exhibit these children to their fond parents. "Come on.
Jimmle," cried little Cora, "let's g<>
show mamma!" And they hurried ofl.
these happy children, to show mamma.
The Trescotts and their guests were
assembled
Indolently awaiting the
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?

MeIl,,y

Tr«cott; «» Ρ*
uuriivellng eome aketo. ο
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cut afore."
When he

words concerning
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The group of
gan to cut his hulr.
children cauie closer and closer. Eveu
the queen was deeply moved. "Does it
hurt auy?" she asked in a wee voice.
"Naw," said the Phelps boy, with
dignity. "Anyhow, I've had m' hair

new

Licensed Taxidermist.

DONTS

"No! You go first! No! You go first!
The question was precipitated by the
twins a η-1 one of the Phelps chlldreu.
They made simultaneous rush for the
chair aud screamed and kicked, each
pair preventing the third child. The
queen entered this melee and decided
in favor of the Phelps boy. He ascended the chair. Thereat an awed silence
fell upon the bund. And always William Neeltje smiled fatuously.
He tucked a cloth in the neck of the
Phelps boy aud, taking scissors, be-

('<ip|/riy/((, J9U0, bu
William Howe

THOUGH Whllomville wae In
no sense a summer resort, the
advent of the warm season
meant much to It, for then
came visitors from the city—people of
considerable confidence—alighting upon
their country cousins. Moreover, many
citizens who could afford to do so escaped nt this time to the seaside. The
town, with the commercial life quite
taken out of It, drawled and drowsed
through long months, during which
nothing was worse than the white dust
which arose behind every vehicle at
blinding noun, and nothing was finer
than the cool sheen j>f the hose sprays
over the cropped lawns under the many
maples in the twilight.
One summer the Trescotte had a vis-

the caee le that the public
anjrthiD« Iike
A tdlsoa Κ Herrlck.
conditions of farming are about exhausteye'» Of wet yeare hae caused
JOHNS. HARLOW.
boom in lands that properly belong to
V
the sub-arid region, and a return of the
Attorney at Law.
I
The
seasons will not be impossible
dry
MAINE.
MiriKLD,
itation. Mrs. Trescott owned a cousin
speculators» land in the better sections
of the west is usually of inferior quality
who was α painter of high degree. I
WHEELER,
Λ
and is sold upon the strength of adjoinhad almost said that he was of naing good lands. These statements hold
tional reputation, but, come to think of
® maiD' and the laDd seeker
Attorneys and Coanaellon at Law,
It, It Is better to say that almost everyshould be very cautious before tying ud
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
body in the United States who knew
his money and hie time in land of which
Wheeler.
C.
Alton
3 Wright.
about art and Its travail knew about
he knows nothing. A season spent in
him. He had picked out a wife, and
some chosen section of the west, prefer&
J. H.
naturally, looking at him, one wonderably as a farm laborer, would be time
well spent by the homeseeker. He
ed how ho had done It. She was quick,
Cl* IL fcSUINEfc'HS AND SURVEYORS,
would come to know the soil and clibeautiful, imperious, while he was
ii Hitch Street, South Part·. Maine.
the farmer's
matic conditions from
slow and misty. She was a verquiet,
*° wou,d be far less are
v.ap* and Plan· aade to order.
damp.
itable queen of health, M'hlle he, apparof
"""ke when
In regard to the seed to use, I will
Map* of the timber land· ami pocket uisps
ently, was of α most brittle constitu.nty for sale.
say there are a good many early sorts.
tennis particu( Publisher» of the Atlas of Maine.)
Bat It seems to me that conditions I planted eighteen early sorts last year. tion. When he played
he
favor the man in the east who is willing I will give a list of a few of my most larly he Aoked every minute as if
FOB SALE.
were going to break.
scientifically. I am credibly favorable early and late sorts.
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be had
The Clarke's Pride is a white potato,
One of the beat investments in South informed that excellent land may
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poLarge upward.
house, finished
very early.
and Indeed all the world, confounded
«table connected. Several acres of land. to good markets, is worth Uo to 150 an tato, roundish in shape, a fair yielder the observer. At the end was a cathethe
advanconsiders
an
localone
is
When
in
Pink
desirable
lots
acre.
early
house
three
and
Also
very early. Early
dra Mike studio. They had one child.
cause tage of the eastern farmer as to location,
potato, pinkish in color, flattish in
ity. Contemplated removal only
Perhaps it would be better to say Aat
rainfall and the environments of an shape.
for ule.
It was a girl.
°
civilization, it seems to me very
J. H. STUART, South Parie.
The Bovee is oblong, flesh colored they had one CHILD.
^
doubtful if a change would be, on the potato, about a week later than the
We have about Clarke's Pride and Eureka. But it is a
average, beneficial.
reached the limit of profitable wheat great yielder for an early potato. The
growing, and our best farmers are now Puritan or Uncle Gideon, Quick Lunch
changing to a mixed farming basis is very early but a light yielder. Any of
The dairying phase will come later. So
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
these sorts will mature in July.
You who saw my exhibit at the fair
you see, we are gradually approximating
the methods and the lines of farming of at Waterville perhaps saw the Wonderthe east. The mau who comes to the ful. I consider it a great yielder and
west thinking to devote his time ex- besides it is earlier than the Green
clusively to grain farming will find him- Mountain.
self among the losers.
The Gold Coin and Carmons are
I am an eastern man who lives in and heavy yielders but very late. I wish to
believes in the west. It is a land of say you cannot expect as large a crop
marvellous achievements and wonderful from the early sorts as the late. I sold
Lead
All Kinds of Pipe
possibility. But for this very reason I potatoes last season for three dollars
wish to carry this warning that all the and twenty-five cents per barrel in the
and Iron.
west is not alike; that the land specu- field; ten days later they dropped one
lator has landsfc) sell, and does not always half in value. Plant one large piece—
Telephone 134-11.
use legitimate means to accomplish his plant them early and you can dispose of
end, and that the man from the east them while the market is high.—Will N.
The qtttcu Itcmelt look the chair,
J. WALDO
I
must adapt himself to western methods Savage in Turf, Farm and Home.
before he can hope to succeed in western
I When she came to Whllomvllle with
Dr. TwitcheH's Letter.
farming.
lier parents it was patent that she had
And then you remember the old story
uu Inexhaustive store «.f white frocks
of the rainbow and the pots of gold·
HKALTHY C0W8 AND BARNS.
I and that her voice was high anil comhow the boy saw that its end where the
MASONIO BLOCK,
I mandlug. These things the town knew
down into
were
of
dropped
gold
pots
Meeting Mr. Geo. H. EUie of Boeton, I quiekl.v Other things it was doomed
NORWAY his father's garden, so he sought it and
Téléphona Oonnection.
of the to discover by a process.
the rainbow receded; and all through the well-koown business man
lier effect upon the children of the
the years he followed it, to come at last, city and big farmer outside, conversaHOLUSTCR'S
their care
when an old man, to the home of his tion naturally drifted to cows,
Trescott neighborhood was singular.
be*t means for
at first feared, then admired,
boyhood; and again the raiubow flung and treatment, and theFor
Mr. They
disease.
years
its arch between the hills and dropped preventing
A 2 .ij Meditia· for Buy People.
embraced. In two days she w.u ::
three hundred theu
of
been
has
the
Ellis
milking
into
tangle
bow
its
shining
Brin»· GoMen Health aad R«ne««d Vigor.
I Begum. All day lung her voice could
ancient trees. So he went and digged and his experience is worth considering.
A STveille for Constipation, In JI gestion. Live
aud con:
"The trouble with many systems of be heard directing, drilling
an<! Kidti' ν Trouble*. Pimple·. Eczema, Impure j there, and lo! the pots of gold!—Cor. in
Blood. Ri ! Breath. Sluggish Bowel*, Headache
said he, "is that suitable I pelling those free born children. And
ventilation,"
Farmer.
Tribune
und Buckache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in lab(tannine made by
provision is not made for constant I to say that they felt oppression would
let form. 3Λ cents a box.
of the air in our cow stables. be wrong, for they really fought for
Uolmstsr Daro Company, Madison, Wl*.
on
change
Pruning.
Observations
Timely
We provide for ingress and egress, but I records of loyal obedience.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE
should
that
often
ie
It
pruning
urged
not in sufficient quantity. This to my I
All went well until one day was her
be commenced wheu the tree ie planted mind is of
greater importance than more I birthday.
and continued annually throughout the
room in the tie-up. Then, too, we fail
Ou the morning of this day she
life of the tree. It may be a question, •to
provide opportunity for constant
however, if a proportionate amount ol exercise. I like the individual pen plan, walked out Into the Trescott garden
time ie really saved or a better growth
making the pens about 8x9 or 10, and if and said to her father confidently,
of trees secured by such early pruning. 1 were to
change it would be to provide I "Papa, give me some money, because
is
constation
The Maine experiment
feed racks between every two pens.1' this is my birthday."
throws
which
ducting an investigation
As I have heard Mr. Ellis' pen system
He looked dreamily up from his
relight on this subject. In its most that
criticised by some who have since lost I easel, "lour birthday?" he murmurorchard work
cent bulletin on
disease, while his is
their herds by
ed.
Her envisioned father was never
station brings oat several interesting
healthy, I was glad to get his positive
unless
facte.
in its favor as the result of energetic enough to be Irritable
declaration
Attention is called to the fact that
Within the past few months some oue broke through into that
experience.
owing to the natural balance between a number of our dairymen have told me place where he lived with the desires
the foraging capacity of the plant and that
they proposed hereafter to buy of his life, but neither wife nor child
its superficial growth the top will be their cows and
stop raising calves, stat- ever heeded or even understood the
ie
the
tree
of
large if the root system
that certain officials advised this temperameutal values, and so some
ing
the
of
active and effective. If a large part
Mr. Ellis declared "that the I
of him had grown hardened to
an en- policy, yet
is to part
top is removed there is at once
way to maintain your herd
only
unan
balance
"Money?" he said.
the
by
deavor to restore
he does their Inroads.
this
and
own
stock,"
in grow you'
usually rapid growth. This results ol under conditions far more expensive I "Here." lie hauded her a five dollar
It was that he did not nt all
the development of a large number
South Paris, Maine.
than the Maine farmer would meet. bill.
dormant buds in the form of watei The fact
the successful man to-day is understand the nature of a five dollar
is,
alsprouts. Pruned trees are almost
forced to produce as much raw material bill. He was deaf to It. He had It;
ways more vigorous than unpruned as possible, and then convert into the he gave It; that was all.
tht
This
ones, because the food taken up by
most attractive and finished form.
She sallied forth to a waiting peoroots is concentrated into a smallei
to calves as well as lumber or
applies
in
ple-Jlmmle Trescott, Dan Earl. Elln
Considered
number of branches.
cotton cloth.—Maine Farmer.
Earl, the Margate twins, the three
this light pruning must in a measure
In all lea ι:ι^<ι tine·
I Thelps children and others. "I've got
have the same effect as manuring.
The Value of an Apple Tree.
ekutild Nj cleauiuie··.
some pennies now," she cried, waving
A common, though erroneous notion,
What is an apple tree worth? was a I
Ely'· Cream Balm
is that the removal of large limbs from s
at a subordinate I the bill, "and I am going to buy some
discussed
e!eauM·, tooUtea mud heal·
question
In the
stirred by
tree is necessarily injurious.
lb· d.*eased membrane.
Grange meeting recently by a fruit I candy." They were deeply
It curt· catarrh and drive·
practicable operations of orcharding thet grower of long experience and wide this announcement. Most children are
removal of large limbs is frequently
»»ij a col«l in the head
observation. The speaker did not name penniless 300 days in the year, and to
necessity. Other things being equal sc a value in the treatment of his subject, another possessing five pennies they
takklj.
ie
con
tree
far as injurious effect upon
C mm Balm 1· placed lato the nottrlla, spread·
his purpose being, rather, to call atten- pay deference. To little Cora waving
Relief la 1m- cerned, it makes little difference whethei
ever the membrane and ia absorbed.
tion to the value of an individual tree, a I a
individual
bright green note these children paid
or
numerous
limb
a large
mrvLate and a cur· follow*. It to sot drying—do··
grown
problem which every one who has
the
in
I heathenish homage. In some disorder
removed
limbs
are
procesi
n. 'L ;.fixlace ineealng. Lar|« Siaa, M Mata at Drug·
small
can easily comprehend, and from
apples
of pruning. It is always advisable U It show the increase In the value of land they thronged after her to a small
gtati or by mail ; Trial Sia·, 10 eenta by Ball.
iLT BKOTHEK3, M Warraa MM,Hew York.
paint such wounds and thus exclude tin from the planting of fruit trees and the shop on Bridge street hill. First of all
in the comic
spore of parasitic diseases.
profits of the business when a knowledge came Ice cream. Seated
I little back parlor, they clamored shrilof the work is intelligently applied.
IIAXDLISU THK WATER SPROUTS.
The course taken by the speaker r«v ly over plates of various flavors, and
One of the notable facts of seven ,
ferred to was approaching this Impor- the shopkeeper marveled that cream
disturbed
equi
and
consequent
pruning
tant matter of planting fruit trees and I could vanish so quickly down throats
librium of plants is the formation υ :
of bearing orchards from a
The appearance of thesi > the value
I that seemed wide open always for the
water sprouts.
rarely taken under con- I
point
th<
starting
more
by
to be influenced
making of excited screams.
; seems
by our Maine fruit growers.
! vigor of the plant and the amount ο [ sideration
These children represented the famtree and the orchard on a
the
DONT buy Glasses over a counter
It
puts
of
the
season
yea
i pruning than by the
which our fruit I Hies of most excellent people. They
and select them for yourself. You c in which the work is done. It is prob business basis from
I
mixed up with our general I were all born In whatever purple
that fewer water sprout growing,
may select a pair that aids your ;S ; able, however,
as It generally
there was to be had in the vicinity of
t farming and a part of it,
abou
done
is
if
pruning
vision for the time being, yet may :i will appear
We ask our read- XVhlloniville. The Margate twins, for
however is, is rarely viewed:
midsummer. In any case,
to give
I ere interested in fruit growingfrom
I example, were out and out prize winprove most injurious.
water sprouts may be regarded as weed
thi
h i this matter a measure of study
should
I ners. With iheir long golden curls and
and
usually
tree
the
in
top
DONT buy cheap Glasses; such S
basis indicated above, and see if they dc their countenances of similar vacuity,
treated as such. In some cases witl ,
not find a business promise in the plantlenaee are imperfectly ground and <
r
old trees having long, bare limbs a fei
they shone upon the front bench of all
ing and care of orchards and the grow- I
unlike.
of the sprouts may well be left as a pre
Sunday school functions, hand In
more inviting than befon
of
fruit
ii
aid
an
ing
as
and
tection to the limbs
I hand, while their uplifted mother felt
8600.
DONT read in bed or on a moving <
I
these
a
few
In
sprout
years
harvesting.
We read with gaping wonder of the I about her the envy of a hundred other
train.
will usually develop into bearing brancti
extensive planting in the states of thi I parents and leRS heavenly children
notio
common
the
es, notwithstanding
middle west, and of the extreme pricei I ?coffed from near the door.
DONT read without your Glasses,
that water sprouts never bear fruit.
for which the Oregon boxes of 8pitren
or with some one else's.
It is doubtful if any amout of thinnini
Then there was little Dan Earl, probburgs and Jonathans «ell in the easterr
by pruning can produce an annual beat
the nicest boy In the world, genmarkets close to our doors. A fruit I
DONT continue wearing your old
the tree· re
unless
in
fruits
habit
ing
a recent sale of a six I tie, fine grained, obedient to the point
(•lasses when you feel that they j ceive other necessary good care. Prol journal reports
Jlmmle
acre Washington State orchard for I20CK
where he obeyed anybody.
in at
ably a better course to pursue
are not just right.
thi
an acre, and the purchase made on
is t
I Trescott himself was, Indeed, the only
tempting to get fruit every year
cem
of realising twenty per
rhlldwhowas at all versed in villainy,
It's So Easy to Have Them Right
! change bearing year of entire plant g calculation
thi
and allow tbes 9 income on the investment. Truly wel I but in these particular days he was on
j throughout the orchard
is
a
tree
question
value of an apple
to bear one year and others the nexl
his very good behavior. As a matter
worth consideration.—Maine Farmer.
Winter pruning tends to produce woo j
of fact, he was in love. The beauty of
I
while summer pruning does not. Mor
In the entomological collection oi Ί hi* regal little cousin bad stolen his
South Paris. Γ work can be accomplished in the warm
Graduate Optician,
is t
manly heart.
bu t Mrs. V. P. DeCoater of Buckfield
er, longer days of April and May,
of the Searcher, a green beetli
Yes, they were all most excellent
I many prefer to go through the orchar j specimen
whicl
Th e captured by her near Portland,
children;
but, loosened upon this candy
on the cruat of the deep snow.
,
now posseseea much interest for thi
with $5, they resembled in a tiny
I
wound made by removing of limbs is les s just
ehop
public, the specimen having j way druukeu reveling soldiers within
A new
if the cut ia made close to the trunk c r general
State Entomologie :
of any considerabl e been pronounced by
Wounds
branch.
be one of a speoie: ι the walls of a stormed city. Upon the
to
The best ο f
of
F.
Goods.
Ε.
Hitchings,
r
size should be giren a coating of paint c
few yeari II heels of Ice cream and cake came chocoak woodwork for closets. No ol< j aome other suitable substance. For get imported into this country a
olate mice, butterscotch, "everlastas a parasite of the dreaded gyps;
I
s
ago
lead
white
paint
eral purposes a pure
goods. Call and Fee this line.
moth, against which state leglslatloi
lugs," chocolate cigars, taffy on :
Homesteac
Ν J satisfactory.—New England
bing promptly attended to.
has been enacted. That the Searche
stick, taffy on a slate pencil and many
has already spread to Portland woodi
charge for team.
semltransparent devices resembling
Do not be in a hurry to get the con 8 shows that it possesses territory-covering
lions, tigers, elephants, horses, cats,
I*. M. Zjoncley,
out to pasture, for what might prove d< h qualities far superior to those of thi
I dogs, cows, sheep, tables, chairs, enMain< sirable for the cows would be disastrou 9 gypsy.—Maine Farmer.
gines (l>oth railway and for the fightto tbe pasture. Give the graaa a chanc
Do not let the chicks out upon thi s ing of fire), soldiers, fine ladies, odd
to get a good start.
We Do all Kind· of....
In the morning when the grouni 11 looking men, clocks, watches, revolvOn the other hand, do not keep tl e ground
ts damp, and be particularly oareful tha 1 era, rabbits aud bedsteads. A cent was
stable,in
the
oowa too oloaelv confined
th I the
β they are not allowed to run through
price of a single wonder.
JOB PRINTING.
they need all the freah air and aunahlu wet grass.
*
Some of the children going qjuite
season.
thia
at
have
oan
h which they
f.. I
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Early Potato Culture.
The farmer who brings in the first
early potatoes is sore to receive a good
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The

gressive Sunday school, suddenly apand said, "Hello, Jim!" Jlmmle
seized upon him. Homer Phelps was

peared

"I dun'no'," taid Jimmlc

blankly.

amenable to Trescott laws, tribal if
you like, but iron bound, almost com-

At the railuau sUUImt.
look more like boys than like two little
wax Aggers.
An', ye kuow, the little
Tliey never
cusses like It themselves.
took 110 stock la till this wushiu' an'
couibin' an' tixlu' an' goiu' to church
They
nn' paradlu' an' showin' off.
stood It because they were told to;
that's all. Of course this here Xeelteis a
gee, er whatever li^i name Is,
plumb dumb IJIt, but ι don't see what's
full
to be doue now that the kids Is
well cropped. I might go and burn bis
shop over his bead, but that wouldn't
bring no hair back on to the kids.
They're even klcklu' on sashes uow. au'
that's all right, 'cause what fer does a

boy want η sash?"
Whereupon Trescott perceived that
the old man wore his brains above his
shoulders, and Trescott departed from
him rejoicing greatly that It was only
women who could uot know that there
that
was finality to most disasters and
when a thing was fully done 110 amount

of door slaininlngs, rushing upstairs
and downstairs, calls, lamentations,
balr
tears, could bring back a single
to the beads of twins.
But the rains came and the winds
a
blew In the most biblical way when
certain fact came to light lu the TresLittle Cora, corrolwcott household.

rated by Jlmtnle, Innocently remarked
fathat $5 hud been given her by her
this
ther on her birthday, and with
wrought.
money the evil bad been
Trescott had known It, but he, thoughtFor her
ful man, had said nothing.
child had
the
of
angel
mother
the
part,
never reflected that
up to
the consummation of the wickedness
must have cost a small sum of tnoDey.
But uow it wus all clear to her. He
"My angel
was the guilty one—he!

thnlfcnomen^

child!"

The scene which ensued wus Inspirat
iting. A few days later loungers
the railway station saw a lady leading
lamb. Atα shorn and still undaunted

Clarence, while lie adopted aa air of
huldiuuted t<> perform such
feats every duy of his life. Still he
pulsory.
"Hello. Homer!" said Jlmmle, and was nut much of a boy. He had the
his manner was so good that Homer virtue of being able to walk on very
felt a great thrill in being able to show hlirh «tilts, but when the seuson of
his superior a new condition of life.
stilts had passed he possessed uo rank
"You ain't never come here afore, save tills Sunday school rank. tills
have yon?" he demanded, with a nevr clever-llttle-Ciareuce business of know
arrogance.
lu# the Bible and the lesson letter
"No, I ain't." said Jlmmle. Then than the other boys. The other boys,
they stared at each other and maneu- Sometimes looking at him meditatively,
vered.
did not actually decide to thrash him
"You don't know my teacher," said as noon as he cleared the |>ortals of
Homer.
the church, but they certainly decided
"No; I don't know her," admitted to molest him in such ways as would
Jlmmle, but In a way which coutended re-estnbHsh their self respect. Back
modestly that he knew countless other of tiie superintendent's hair hunt; u
Sunday school teachers.
lithograph of the martyrdom of St.
"Better Join our class." said Homer Stephen.
sagely. "She wears spectacles; don't
Jlinmle, feeling stitT and encased in
very well. Sometimes we do a I
most what we like."
"All right." said Jlmmle, glad to
place himself In'the hands of his
friends. In due time they entered the
Sunday school room, where a man
with benevolent whiskers stood on a
platform ami said, "We will now sing
No. 33—'Pull For the Shore, Sailor;
Pull Kor the Shore.'" And as the
obedient throng burst into melody the
man on the platform indicated the
time with a fat. white and graceful
hand. He was an ideal Sunday school
superintendent, one who had never felt
hunger or thirst or the wound of the
challenge of dishonor; a man. Indeed,
with beautiful fat hands who waved
them In greasy victorious beneficence
over a crowd of children.
Jlmmle. walking carefully on his
toes, followed Homer Phelps. He felt

see

that the kingly superintendent might
try out and blast him to ashes before
(le could reach a chair, it was a desJourney, but at last he heard

"t^iat"—

"iilve me your attention,
bell,
please, children. Î have to announce
that the board has decided that this
Christmas tree,
year there will lie no
but the"—
Instantly the room buzzed with th·
subdued clamor of the children. Jim·
He stood momie was speechless.
rosely during the singlne of the closing
street
hymn. He passed out luto the
with the others, pushing no more than
the

required.
Speedily the

was

whole Idea left him. If
he remembered Sunday school at all, It
like It.
was to remember that he did not

perate

A Big Maal
I overHomer muttering to a young lady,
ne—What do you think?
him
through
glasses
at
looked
who
heard Mr. Spooticui talking to Miss
which greatly magnitled her eyes. "A That ter in the conservatory, and he
and
new boy," she said In an oily
told her she was sweet enough to eat
deeply religious voice.
Bhe—The glutton! That Chatter girl
"Yea'm," said Jimmle, trembling. weighs fully '_'()!» pounds.-Judge.
The live other boys of the class scau-

fatached to them was α husband and
but
ther. who was plainly bewildered,
vexed, as If he would
still more

WWWVV

plainly
saying: "I>— 'em! Why can't thny

be
leave me alone?"

A New Orleans

woman was

thin.

Because she did not extract sufficient
nourishment from her food.

Advertisement.
you allow yourself to b·
posted at your club?"
"Well," answered the easy going
youth, "Ifs a large club and a swell
was a
one. and no one would know I
member of it unless I got posted now
and then."—Washington Star.

"Why do

She took Scott** Emulsion·

Result:
She gained

a

pound

a

day in weight

AND $1.00
Τ·~.
owe. niw
UKUViWU! 50c.
ALL
AU) DRUGGISTS:

Where there Is emulation there will

be vanity; where there Is vanity there
will be folly.—Johnson.

\

Ills best clothes, waited for the ordeal
to end. Λ bell pealed; the· fat hand of
the superintendent had tapped α bell.
Slowly the rust liner and murmuring
dwindled to silence. The benevolent
"I have to anman faced the school.
nounce," he liegan, waving his body
from side to side In the conventional
Ban? went
bows of his kind,

\
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A. E. rolls*.

Tints —#1.50 a Tear tf paid strictly in advance.
vHbenrlae AJ-Uti a year. Single copie· 4 cento.
Al! lee·) advertisement·
Αυπιτηοητ)
are given three consecdve Insertion· for $l.j0
per Inch In length of column. Special contract·
msile with local, mutaient sad yearly advertta—

era.

Job Pinrrae —New type, fiat pre··»», electric
power, experience·! workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of our butneaa complete and popular.
SIKttJLE COPIK1.

tour ceatt
Single Copies of the Democrat
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
of patron·
the
convenience
or
tor
the publisher»
jingle copies of each laeue have been placed on
ftale *t the following place· in the County
are

South l'art»,

Norway,

BuckdeM.

Part· Hill,
West Parla,

Shiutleff's Drug Store.
Noyea' Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Mrs. Harlow, Poet Offlce.
Samuel T. White.
Γ. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Coming Event*.
May 7 —Oxford Pomona Grange, Bethel.

•

Pari* HUL

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

GKOKWB M. ATWOOD.

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

KapUftt Church, Kev. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pie tor
PreacMnj every Sunday at 10.45 a. m. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 a.
7 30 r. ». Y. P. 8. C. E. Tuesday evening,
l'raye» Meeting Thuredav evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the laat rrlday before the 1M
Monday of the month at 2 30 r. M. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Cnlvenatist Church.
Sunday School every
'Junday at 10:4S A. M.
Flret

W. D. Gate· has sold hi· farm tome
two mile· north of the Hill to Frank E.
Rueeell of Paterson, V. J., who will take
possession at once. Mr. Gate· has gone
to Mount Vernon to take charge of a
farm belonging to a Washington man.
The Democrat learns, both from the
Portland papers and from private information, that the talk on tourmaline·
given by Loren B. Merrill before the
History
Portland Society of Natural
Monday evening of last week proved as
was
as
anticipated. This
interesting
was shown in various ways, but perhaps
most strongly by the throng of men and
his
women who surrounded him and
specimens at the close of his talk. He
his reputation for

fully maintained
knowledge of the tourmaline, and was
urbanity itself in meeting the demande

West Paris.
Oh come, John! Drop it! Those οί
as who are trying to raise chickens don't
want "Breezy Point" all summer.
We heartily agree with John and Mr.
Maxim regarding the birds.
Why indeed, should boys think it either necessary for aport or praiseworthy, to wantonly take the life of sach beautiful, innocent and useful creatures. We believe it a duty to educate boys and girls
to regard all life as sacred, and when
necessary, to kill mercifully.
Mr. Charles Swift, chief of our local
weather bureau, predicts another storm.
At Swift's bureau by a somewhat unique
method, the approach of all the heavy
snow storms has been foretold three
days in advance, and so far the prohphecy
has proven correct. We are told that
the authorities at Washington are agitating the question of introducing this system of weather forecasting in all the
bureaus of the country.
Chester H. Lane, Jr., is wearing a
of
very broad smile, and a number
thoughtful neighbors have some extra
hoops on hand to use in case expansion
should endanger public safety. It's a
fine girl, weighing over 8 pounds, and
born on Thursday afternoon of last
week. Both mother and child are doing
finely under the care of the family physician, Dr. Ο. K. Yates. Mrs. Inez A.
Cummings of South Paris is nurse for'
Mrs. Lane, and Alice Dunham is doing
the housework.
Dr. F. E. Wheeler will build a fine
two-story residence this summer on a
lot of land next to Henry M. Tuell's,
purchased of L. C. Bates. Mr. Bates
will superintend the arrangements for
the house, and work was begun on the
foundation last week.
Onward Rebekah
Lodge, No. 29,
initiated several new members at their
regular meeting Tuesday evening of last
week. Their degree team received many
compliments for their excellent ritual
and floor work. At the close of the
lodge fruit and cake were served.
Miss Marjorie M. McKenney has gone
to Turner to work in a central office as

of his audience.
Luther Kimball Stone died at his
SEW ADVKKTISEMESTS.
home early Wednesday morning, aged
He had been ill for a number of
53.
Dont's.
weeks, and though for a while he was a
K«'Tere Chocolate·.
little more comfortable, nothing other
Chuck the Oil Can.
Kumford, Me Bond·.
than a fatal termination of his illness
Annual Lace Curtain and Hug Sale
had been anticipated for some time. He
Women's Oxfords and Pumpa.
was the son of Luther Stone, and lived
Sale.
Pasture ire.
in addition
on the old homestead farm,
Probate Notices.
to carrying on the farm, he was a col9 Notices of Appointment.
lector and dealer in minerals and gems,
ule Trees.
350 Apple
For Sale.
and was for a number of years associated
with Loren B. Merrill in mining at Mt.
Law Court Decision.
Mica and in other places. An upright
telephone girl.
The following rescript in an Oxford man and a
good citizen, held in respect
J. F. Reed has improved his house with
County case has been handed down by by all. H« leaves a wife but no children. a new coat of
paint.
the law court :
at
P.
M.
2
was
held
funeral
Friday.
The
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury is again
In equity. Fannie B. Childs et ale vs.
Mise Mabel Page, of Gorham, Ν. H.,
teaching the school at North Paris and
Byron C. Waite, administrator with will was a guest at Joseph B. Cole's over boards at home at Trap Corner.
annexed, et ale.
Sunday.
Mrs. Mary G. Bradbury intends to
Rescript by Spear, J. It is a well
Dr. charlotte F. Hammond, who has make some improvements and additions
a
that
of
law
established general rule
been in Philadelphia and New York for to her buildings this spring and expects
trust shall not fail for want of a trustee. several weeks, returned to Paris Friday
to have a man from Lewiston to do the
Trusts conferring discretionary powers and has engaged contractor Charles H.
carpenter work.
are not to be defeated because the trustee
imvarious
Adams of Norway to make
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Cole are moving
fails to exercise the discretion imposed
provements at "The Beeches," including this week from the upstairs rent in the
his
from
either
legal
inability,
him,
the
to
upon
the addition of a wing
present Sburtleff drug store to the rent over the
disability, or refusal to act.
buildings.
post office, where they expect to remain
Λ testator by the fourth item of hit
D.
D, of until their new house is completed.
Bishop Alexander Mann,
will provided as follows: "I give, befor
has
Boston,
Church,
engaged
Trinity
West Parie Lodge, No. 15, I. 0. O. F.,
queath and devise all the rest, residue the season Mrs. Snow's new house, and Onward Rebekah Lodge, No. 29,
ami remainder of my estate, real, per- "Seven Gables," and will occupy it with
will celebrate the 8Sth anniversary of
sonal and mixed, wherever found and his
family. Doctor and Mrs. Mann were Odd Fellowship by uniting in a social
District
unto
School
however situated
here last week and, after having looked
on Friday evening of this week,
No. 3 iu the town of Canton, known as over several houses at various summer evening at Centennial Hall. There will
26,
the Canton Point District, the same to resorts in Maine and New Hampshire, April
be an entertainment and refreshments,
be used and appropriated for the purpose decided
upou Paris Hill; a marked com- and all Rebekahs and Odd Fellows with
of building a Uni versai ist church at Canit
as
does,
Paris
to
Hill, coming
pliment
their families are invited to attend.
ton Point between my residence and that from so
high a source. Dr. Mann is the
The temperance lecture at the Free
of (rranville Child at Canton Point, (so- successor of the late Dr. Phillips Brooks
church Sunday evening, April 14,
Baptist
balcalled) iu said School District, the
as pastor of Trinity Church.
the auspices of the W. C. T. U.,
under
such
ance if any remains after building
Miss Ella Clark has returned from
given by their state organizer, Rev. L
a church is to be used in supporting and Kumford
Kails, where she has spent Alfreda Brewster, was all that could be
as
in
the
same,
maintaining preaching
the most of the winter, and opened her
expected and a goodly number were out
said school district may designate by a home here.
to hear her. She was assisted by the
as
use
to
district
said
majority vote,
Mis· Louisa Chase has gone to Arling- three
pastors of the place and the Bapas
a
the
church
in
much money
building
ton, Mas·., where she has a position in tist choir furnished good music. Nine
desire."
of
the
same
may
majority
the store of her aunt, Mrs. Giles.
new members were added to the local
Held: (I) that while it was intended
Sheriff and Mrs. Hiram R. Hubbard, Union, seven of whom were honorary.
district
the
school
that
testator
the
An
Hotel
at
by
who have been boarding
Mies Brewster gave a temperance talk to
should act as trustee in executing this drew*, South Paris, since Mrs. Hubthe scholars at the school house the
provision of his will, yet the school dis- bard's return from the hospital, have next Monday afternoon.
trict was legally incompetent to act as returned to their home here.
The stereopticon lecture last Thursday
such trustee: (2) that the school district
by Ε. H. Emery of Sanford,
evening
trust
the
title
of
did not succeed to the
Pond.
under the auspices of the Civic League
Bryant's
be
a
can
fund; (3) that trustee
appointed
and inOne of tbe proprietors of the Cosmo- of Maine, was most interesting
to execute this provision of the will.
structive, and was appreciated by a large
Bill sustained with costs to both politan magazine will arrive here the
with bis family and will oc- and attentive audience.
parties to be paid from the estate. Case first of May
Mrs. Joseph Perry is visiting here at
remanded to the probate court for the cupy Camp Echo during the summer.
her former home, the Methodist parGeorge G. Judkins, Jr., left for Bosappointment of a trustee under clause
fniiF ηί the will
ton this week where he has employment sonage.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ricker of FalThe foregoing rescript settles the con- in the Carter ink works.
Ricker's
mouth recently visited Mr.
has
of
Jose
E.
France·
Miss
Newport
late
Albion
troversy over the will of the
here.
parents
the village primary school.
of
Canaround
known
charge
Bradbury, familiarly
O. D. Stinchtield of Auburn was in
C. L. Heath returned Wednesday to
ton as "Lawyer Bradbury." The will
of the this town last week tuning pianos and
wa« made many years before bis death Woodlaud, where he has charge
organs.
and gave the bulk of his property to St. Croix Land Co.
Fred Lurvey and family have moved
Brownfleld.
School District No. 3 of Canton, known
as Canton Point District, for the purpose to Milton Plantation.
Rev. I. Luce preached Sunday morntook
Perham
The burial of Ex-Gov.
of building a Uni versai ist church in that
ing at the Congregational church and
district. Upon the death of the testator place here Monday at Lakeside ceme- in the evening lectured in behalf of the
at
the
held
Universwas
Λ
service
his heirs contended that the bequest tery.
Kev. John Civic League.
must fail inasmuch as School District alist church conducted by tbe
Mr. Morrison, son-in-law of Mrs. David
at some length
who
Van
Schaick.
the
spoke
been
abolished
8
had
No.
legislaby
Seavey, from Pennsylvania, visited at
ture. As appears in the rescript the of his acquaintance with Gov. Perham Mrs.
Seavey's.
will is sustained, and the court orders in bis Washington home and delivered a
Mr. W. Leavitt, who has been visiting
the case remanded to the probate court just tribute to his life and character. at Mr. A. Johnson's, has returned to his
for the appointment of a trustee to act Members of tbe Masonic Lodge acted an home in Massachusetts.
in place of the School District No. 3 and bearers and the Knights of Pythias atTuesday E. L. Frink of Portland made
tended in a body. Sidney Perham was
to carry out the provisions of the will.
J. L.
a Hying visit to his old home,
one in
our
old
son
of
honored
an
town,
John P. Swasey for the heirs; Wright
Frink's.
as
had
confidence
all
her
whom
witL·
people
vk Wheeler for the administrator
The mud is slowly drying up in some
being an honest, conscientious man. He
will annexed.
places ; still there is quite a lot of snow
wari a man too who was a'waye loyal to
on the ground.
John's Letter.
the place of his birth, and ever took a
George Rowe continues very feeble.
I never thoroughly sympathized with deep interest in the town's welfare and
the women folks till I plunged into the progress. In his speech here at the
First Congregational church, Rev. Dr.
Have shoveled teachers' reunion Oct. 9, 1800, he said : James J. G.
mazes of bouse cleaning.
Sunday,
Tarr, pastor.
without
town
this
visit
never
having
out the coarsest of it, daubed on a gal- "I
April 28, morning worship at 10:45, with
lon of paint and set' the slop bucket in a emotions stirred within me such as are sermon
of
"The
the
Strength
pastor,
by
not moved by a visit to any other place.
new place: am planning other desirable
a Church."
Sunday School at 12 M.
and
father
Here
mother,
and
settled
my
grandto
and
my
get
changes
hope
Evening worship at 7:00, when the pasready to muss up again before the fathers and grandmothers, and many- tor will preach on "God's opinion of the
other relatives and dear friends lived
Fourth.
individual." All are invited to these
Well, L. D you found it printed "ax- and are buried. Here I was born and
handle." With my experience in that lived until I was forty years of age. Here services.^
East Bethel.
direction it would not have been a sur- I labored, as I shall never be able to do
the
of the boautiful enow yet and
prise to have found it printed tomahawk again. with other congenial spirits,
Plenty
most of wbom have long since gone to lovely cool weather with snow squalls.
factory.
Wish some one who knows all about their reward, to promote tbe financial,
Ice left the river April 10.
cows would tell me what's the matter intellectual, moral and religious interests
The roads are kept passable with the
with Koena. She is due to calve in of the people. And here I formed asso- aid of shovels and road machine.
School begins April 22d, Miss Margaret
August. Naturally she would not in- ciations and friendships that death only
Even now, in my dreams, 1 Whidden, teacher. This ie Miss Whidcrease the How of milk with the same can sever.
feed now, and she hasn't; but if the last often visit the old familiar places, meet den's fourth term here and all gladly
half of April is like the first half, she the old friends and renew the aesocia- welcome her back.
will give her owner 50 pounds of cream, ciations of long ago."
Mr. James Goodwin will move his
or right around 50, more than in any
family to Norway, where he has work
other month since the new year came in.
West Sumner.
for the coming year.
On the first of April I was one with
Mr. Eugene Bean entertained a party
Mrs. F. J. Brown, who has been ill
others to change from the T. C. to the
the 16th.
with the grippe for some time, was taken of thirty neighbors and friends
Turner factory. Quite likely Roena has
and has Maple wax was served on snow, with
worse
Wednesday
suddenly
a
heard about it and wishes to make
since been confined to her bed. Dre. music on the violin and organ.
favorable impression on the new man.
Mr. II. E. Bartlett is working on the
Marston and Heald bave been called in
strenuous
iu
this
It sometimes happens
Mrs. Helen Chandler is bottling house of Howard's Pond mineral
consultation.
life that the fingers that finger the teats
It is feared she has spring, Hanover.
for her.
the caring
fail to finger an equitable
In spite of the bad roads a crowd of
portion of and
typhoid fever.
which
the
fingers
cramps
proceeds,
Lillian Hobbs of Turner spent tbe over one hundred attended the maple
ties knots in the feelings.
sugar party and dance at Grange Hall
week's end with friends here.
Have a napkin-ring that was made
Fairfield Farrar is reported as slowly the 19th, coming from Bethel, Hanover,
from the first apple tree that grew iu
Kumford, and Locke's Mills, and declared
recovering.
All enParis. Se said Elder Hannaford, who
Mrs. Hattie Young, who lias been it the best time of the season.
it
in
to me
Rumford twqpty years
on snow,
gave
boarding with Mrs. Geo. Packard, has re- joyed the maple wax served
carved
and
to
the
It
is
polished
ago
turned to her home and gone to house- good music, dancing, etc.
of attractiveness.

point

keeping.
Hat! a letter from Percival J. Parris of
Wm. Ellis of Canton is painting several
Philadelphia. He wishes a sketch, or rooms for Mrs. M. P. Heald.
better still, a photo of the school house
N. C. Ford has bought a yoke of oxen
on South
Hill, where an aunt of hi> of Mr. Porter of Paris.
she
where
taught—before my day—and
The Pleasant Pond Cemetery Society
was stricken with fatal
typhoid. His held it· annual meeting tbe 13th and
letter was directed to John Bicknell.
elected officers for the ensuing year as
Alfred, the P. M., knew of no such per- follows:
son aDd he called my attention to this
PreeldeuC—Geo. K. PuUtfer.
little "emblem" in the corner; "John,"
Secretary—Geo. A. Chandler.
and on that slight evidence we ventured
Treasurer—Oeoar l'hamiler.
Trustee»—Geo. Clark, H. G. Heath, Warren
to break the seal of silence.
Lothrop.
In reply quoted Kirke White:
Sexton—K. G. Doble.
"What Is jçlorv What Is fame?
The S. Β. K. Club was entertained by
The echo of a long· lost name."
Mra. Hiram Howe Thursday afternoon.
him
Informed
that I never garnered ao
Henry Ward Beecher was tbe author
iota of fame under or over the name
studied. Current events, Mrs. H. S.
of John Bicknell, and but a precious litRobertson.
Readings by Mrs. George
tle local, rigbt-around-home notoriety,
Clark and Mrs. R. H. Ryerson. The next
and that only as a clown in the circus,
meeting will be May 2d.
which is rather depressing when you reAn entertainment will be given at the
ttect that that Is all.
Universalist vestry May 1st by the West
What says Dr. Holmes?
Sumner Library Association to raise
"Ah. pensive scholar, what Is tame?
fuuds to purchase books.
A fitful tongue of leaping flame;
A jrlddy whirlwind'* fickle guet
That lifts a pinch ot mortal duo*;
East Waterford.
A few swift yearn and who can show
Which duet was Bill i.nd which waa Joe?

"Ami shall we breathe Id happier spheres
The names that pleased oar mortal ear».
In some *weet loll of harp and song,
For earth, bora spirits none too Ιοηκ,
Just whlsperlngof the world below
When this wan Bill and that waa Joe?
"No matter; while our home Is here.
No sounding name Is half *> dear;
When faites at last our Unite ring day.
Who cares what pompous tombstones say
Read on the hearts ih*t love us still
Hlcjacet John. Hie jacet BUI."

Irish or Bicknkll as you will.
Breezy Point, Bucktield.

Dr.

hopes

Lovell.
Hubbard is still very ill,

but

had of bis recovery.
Mr. Volk and ïamily are here for the
At
season.
present boarding at J. E.
Farnham's, and having work done on
their summer home "Heronoaks."
An all day Grange meeting was held
Friday at Suncook Grauge. There was
a good number in attendance and two
were admitted and the third and fourth
degrees conferred on twelve candidates.
Fryeburg scholars came home Thursare

day night, Friday being a holiday.
The logs on Kczar River are being

some lack of water,
the snow going slowly and no rains.
have
Thore
been, and are now some
cases of old fashioned measles about
town. Mrs. Sidney McAllister has been
very sick with them, but is better.
Walker and daughter
Mrs. J. H.
Nellie are in Portland for a few days.
Β. E. Browu, wife and son, were in
Portland Wednesday, and Walter H.
Davis spent a few days there the first of
the week.
Skinner Brothers have bought the
Born in Lovell, April 13, to the wife of
Baker farm. Their brother, Fred, is to Walter B. Stone, a son.
move bis family from Albany on to the
Born in Lovell, April 16, to the wife
farm next week.
of Guy Morse, a daughter.
a
Mrs. J. B. Haskell gave private party
Hebron.
Saturday evening.
Melvina Green, who has been staying
The athletic exhibition at the gymwith her sister, Mr·. Herbert Walker, is nasium Friday evening was a success and
teaching at Norway Lake.
well attended.
Justin Mclntire is visiting in Boston.
At the prize speaking Monday evening
at
from
ia
home
Ames
Mr.
was won
Chauncey
for
the first

driven, but there is

prize

Virginia.

Crane,

a

Gale.
Hebron

Leroy M. Sanderson is in the place foi
few days.
Mrs. Ella Ames has begun work for
tbe summer at W. H. Cbadbourne's.
Waldo T. Brown is in very poor health.
Mrs. Arthur Swift and children of
Union, Ν. Π., have been in the place this
week.

State Superintendent of School* W.
W. Stetson has resigned his office, under
date of April 17. In response to hia letter of resignation. Governor Cobb accepta the resignation, to take effect June I
30, 1907, and expresse· his gratitude foi
what Mr. Stetson has done for the cause
North Stonebam.
of education in Maine. He alao states I
Freeland Adams went to Connecticut
that In hia opinion the investigation <>t
to see about a job last week.
the conduct of the office by the legisla- !
W. W. Durgin went to Stow last Monture last winter failed to convince him
day to attend the funeral of his slater,
that Mr. Stetson had been guilty of any Mrs.
Martha Barrows.
moral or legal wrong doing.
I
John Adams' sugar camp burned
Thursday morning about four o'clock.
Madame Emma Calve, who commands They had been boiling sap all night and
the higheet price in the musical world, bad just gone to the bouae. Dennis
will be the great attraction at the Mains Adams discovered H ia time to save most
musio festivals nest October.
of the honey.

eecond

girls' prize by

by
boys
by Mr. Packard; first

Miss Fernald, second Miss

Grange held

an all day meetAfter dinner the exercises were opened by reading of various
poems followed by the discussion of the
questioo, How can we best elevate the
educational interest of our couutry?

ing Wednesday.

The discussion was opened by Prof. Ed
Bean, followed by others. The poem
"Over the Hill to the Poor House" was
finely rendered by Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Marshall, Mrs. Marshall taking the first
part and Mr. Marshall the last. After
the clore of the exercise*» came a sugaring off, which iiniahed the day.
After the snow of last week birds in
our dooryard found plenty of fine oraok-

ed

corn

and bread crumbe, while ohiok-

adeea and woodpeckers came for their
beef «net aa they have all winter.

/

Beth·!.

Backfleld.

Sunday evening λ anion service wu
Re?. ▲. W. Pottle and wife left home
chnrcb, ad·
Tuesday afternoon for Auburn, the aeat held in the Congregational
secof the Methodist annual conference, drowed by Mr. Emery of Sanford,
lecture
which commences its session Wednesday retary of the Civic League. The

<

WOMEN PAY MORE.

Spring Footwear
FOR

WHY

INATE AGAINST THE OKHTLE SEX.

If one is to believe the médical exillustrated with the stereopticon and
Ladies and Gents
aminers the reason a woman pays more
was an interesting and candid statement
for the privilege of life insurance is that
of the conditions in Maine.
[n Bluchers, Bale and Oxfords in she is mocb
more commonly a victim of
Monday evening, Rev. Alfreda Brewster gave a temperance address in Gar- ill leathers.
indigestion and stomach troubles and
the fatal ailments that spring from these
land Chapel, in which Rev. C. N. GleaALSO
Miss
causes.
son and Rev. Mr. Colson assisted.
It is not the acute attacks of disease
feieace, Rev. B. C. Went worth of tbe Brewster is a very pleasant epeaker and
that influence the insurance examiners
Cases.
Suit
Portland District, Rev. C. F. Parsons of wins the closest attention of the young
Trunks,
Bags,
▲ large number of
alone, bat the constant feelings of weakthe Central District, and Rev. G. D. people especially
ness, headache, indigestion and stomach
Holmes of tbe Augusta District. The Academy etudentn were present. We
trouble. These things, physicians say,
conference as a body bas nothing to do hope to hear Miss Brewster again under
kill more people than many of the seriMany
or say with reference to the pastoral more favorable looal conditions.
of
ous diseases.
assignment to charges or cbnrobes, nor were detained by the special meeting
For curative power in all atomsch
South Paris.
has tbe conference any legislative func- •ne of onr lodges.
troubles nothing else is as safe yet efNews bas been received uf tbe death
tion, which belongs to the general confective, nothing else can be so thoroughference which meets
quadrennially. of Mr. Ethan Etheridge in Augusta. at
Trees.
Miss Maud Jacobs, stenographer
850
ly relied upon to relieve all troubles of
The work of the conference is to pass
It is unlike any
is spending
as Mi-o-na.
Young, beginning to bear, will soon be earn- indigestion,
upon the character and conduct of its the News and Citizen office,
10 remedy heretofore known; it is nut a
ing $1,000 a year; 70 acres, bordera I*ke : keep
members, bear reports and to pass reso- her vacation at her home in Readfield.
barn,
8-room
house,
stable,
it
sows, wood, timber,
mere digostive tablet;
strengthens and
Thursday evening, Rev. Mr. Tandberg poultry
lutions, receive fraternal delegates from
To settle e*tato>, six
boose (or 1Λ0 bens.
the stomach
sister churches and to receive tbe repre- of Berlin, Ν. H., gave an illustrated sows Included if taken at once, for $1600. part restores to natural action
a complete cure !
sentatives of missionary and other or- lecture upon "Norway, the Laud uf tbe cash, eaav terms. Fo. travelling Instructions and bowels and makes
No. 10373, page β of "Strout's List No. 18". in even the worse form of stomach [
Midnight Sun." The lecture was both s^e
ganizations.
(900 other farms described In ten states.) Copy troubles.
Quite an exciting though not a very entertaining and instructive. his house mailed FREE. K. A. 8TROUT CO., MS Water
17
F. A. ShurtlefT Λ Co. sell Mi-ona In 50Mr. Warren Emery has sold
St., Augusta, Me.
destructive fire occurred Sabbath mornand purchased tbe
cent boxes under a guarantee to refund
ing in the building occupied by Ur. A. to Mr. Edwin Smith
is
the money unless it does all that is claimPBOMTF. NOTICES.
Damon as a machine shop. Tbe fire farm of Prof. W. R. Chapman, which
occurred in a room in tbe second story situated on the east side of Mayviile To all persona Interested In either of the Estates ed for it.

morning and continues over the following Sabbath, Bishop Goodeell of Boston
presiding. Tbe appointments of the
pastors constituting the conference are
made during the session by the bishop
on the advice of his cabinet consisting of
the three presiding elders of the con·

BLUE 8TORE8.

DISCRIM-1

COMPANIES

INSURANCE

[

Frothingham,

W. 0.

Apple

soon
new

hereinafter named :
building occupied by two young road and will erect a house this summer.
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, in and
Tbe academy students went home for the
Tbe fire took
men as a lodging room.
County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
in the bed clothing. The occupants had Thursday night for a recess of a few April, In the year of our Lord one thousand
and seven. The following matter
hundred
nine
left the room half an hour before the days.
having been presented for the action thereupon
Patriots' Day passed quietly in Bethel. hereinafter
fire was discovered. The bed was deindicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
observed the
That notice thereof be given to all persons Instroyed but the room and building were The banks and post office
this order to be
It is not known how the usual holiday hours, but the stores were terested, by causing a copy of
not injured.
Oxpublished three aweeks succeaalvelv In attheSouth
bed took fire. No doubt that sweet open as usual. Mr. Ira Jordan and Mr. ford
Democrat,
published
newspaper
to
the
Old
at
Barrows
H.
J.
tbe
Glory
tnat
flung
they may api>ear a
Parla, In aald County,
luxury, the pipe, had some part in

ents.

Buckfield has been well represented at
the Methodist conference during itrsession. Among those visiting are Mr.
and Mrs. Ε. M. Atwood, Mrs. Asa Atwood, Nellie Dudley.
Rev. W. D. Athearn supplied the Baptist church at Canton April 14, the Rev
E. A. Davis, state missionary for the
western district, supplying the Baptist
church in this village. Mr. Davie is a
very earnest and interesting speaker.
The schools of the village and town
commenced Monday. Miss Cora Young
of Bowdoinham returned Saturday and
assumed her duties Monday as teacher
of the intermediate grade.
Miss Abby Pratt, who has been house
keeper for W. L. Morrill, left Wednes
day for Brockton, Mass., where she will
spend some weeks with her sister.
Ε. M. Atwood made a business trip to
Boston Wednesday, returning in time to
take in the Maine conference at Auburn.
The "Oxford Club" consisting of the
pastors and their wives who were pastors in Paris, Norway, Buckfield and
Mechanic Falls during the years 19001905, with invited guests dined together
Saturday noon at Long's restaurant on
Lisbon Street. About twenty sat down
to the tables and a social, fraternal hour
was

enjoyed.

Greenwood.
The nap season is now

ed, and while

some

practically endas hardly

report it

up to the average there has been no such
run here in thie small corner since the
spring of 1894. The last week in February of that year was cold and windy
enough to do justice to northern Siberia;
and why the time is remembered so
distinctly is the fact that our mother-inlaw, the then Mrs. Tabitha Coffin, died
and her remains were conveyed to Mason,
and during the same week Dr. Lapham
died aud was buried at Bryant's Pond.
About the tiret of March it cbangcd to
first class sap weather and so continued
for two or three weeks, and some who
tapped extensivelv lost hundreds of gallons, expecting no such a run and therefore lacked the facilities for saving it,
and we have heard of some who have
met with a similar loss this spring from
the same cause. So much then for the
sap season as it has been here and not
somewhere else.
It was only a day or two before hearing of the death of Mr. Perham that we
were thinking of him, and whether we
should have another privilege of leading
him down the slope to the speakers1
stand at the next grove meeting at the
Pond, eimilar to the two last meetings.
The answer came suddenly and in the
negative. lie has passed over to that
better country and requires no more
assistance from earthly friende.
Mrs. Huldah R. Fuller, whose death
was
announced in last week's paper,
our
half niece, being the oldest
«vas
daughter of our half sister, Annie (Bryant) Glover, only daughter of our mother
by a former marriage. We never saw
Mr. Fuller nor any of bis family after
leaving Hartford 43 years ago, and had
no idea where they were living if ntill
alive until informed while in Buckfleld
last fall, that they were living not far
Paris. Could we bave
from South
known of the fact while there, they
would have hr.d a visitor. That is the
third death that has been added to our
vital record within a week or two of
persons formerly known, and it is almost startling to see how rapidly the
number iucreases. The intention is to
report the names at the end of the year,
the same as before, the number then
being 28, if our memory is correct.
Norway is to be congratulated on having bo many women in public business.
The Saturday Globe noticed the fact recently and should bavo bad their photographs for the purpose of giving it
greater emphasis. It may be only a
question of time when the leading nations will be governed by women, and
then we may expect better government*.
When did Great Britian ever prosper
better than under the reign of Queen
Victoria? See?
A little three-year-old girl belonging
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Cole fell down
stairs recently injuring her eo as to be
On exunconscious for some time.
amination the doctor decided that no
bones were broken, but she was badly
shaken up. The child is now doing
well.
a

As we become accustomed to
holiday it is hoped it will be
observed in a way worthy of its name.
Mr. Fritz Tyler and family, formerly
of Bethel but who have made their home
in Auburn the past year, have returned
to Bethel on account of Mr. Tyler's
health. Mr. Tyler has been engaged in
tbe corn packing business.
The deepest sympathy is expressed for
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Emery in the death
of their only son. He was a very bright,
lovable little fellow and has left a deeply

breeze.
our

new

04 terms of school In hie day
several of which were in Sumner. We
learn from him of the death in December last of his brother, Freeland Harlow,
who has been engaged for several years
in the hotel business in the state of
Minnesota, and who formerly lived in
Buckfleld. He was a member of Co. C,
23d Maine, in the civil war, and was a
favorite and beloved soldier.
The Royal Novelty Co. came here on
Thursday and gave several entertainments in their lines and drew fair audiences.
Rev. Mr. Muttart'a family moved from
the place on Monday to Woolwich, whore
they are to reside at the Congregational
parsonage. We regret to lose so agreeable a family from among us.

North Paris.

James Ripley has gone to New Hampshire to work at his trade of blackamithing for a lumber company. The blacksmith shop which is owned by H. W.
Dunham is now vacant, and this is a
first-class place for a good workman, and
it is hoped some one will bood rent it.
Seth Benson has hired a man with a
family who will soon move into his

buy,

early.

you,

The Spring Suits Are

Very Handsome.

In all

ANN J. SH URTLEFF, late of Paris, deceased ;
will and peUtlon for probate thereof and th<
appointment of Walter I,, «-tray as administrai
with the will annexed pretented by Willie Κ
Shnrt'eff, son and heir.

west

Betnei.

Though
up I like our back'ard springs
Thct kind o' h ggle with their greens and things.
An' when you 'uioit give up, 'ltbout more words
Tone the Holds fullo'blossoms, leave* an' birds;
Thet's Northern natur', slow, an' apt to doubt.
But when It <loet git stirred, then·.'» no gin out!
J. B. Lowkll.
I

own

"80 Spring's been playln' peek a boo
Behind old Winter's skirt,
A-peepln' out, then drawln* bsck,
Jest like a little flirt.

"Till when we got dlecouragedl ke
Ad' settled down to wait,
A-playlng like we didn't care
That wli ter stayed so late;
Sprlugjumps out with a sunny laugh,
While we In wonderln' m λο.
Find all the earth and all our hearts
Warmed with her wlniome ways."

Cool April winds.
W. H. Griffin is night watchman in the
mill of Merrill, Springer & Co.
E. Payson Philbrook has returned to
Maine, and is In the C. M. G. Hospital,
Lewiston.
Patriots' Day does not seein to All the
place of the old style Fast Day.
The Democrat is now the only paper
in the county having a West Bethel cor-

late of

respondent.

L. E. Allen and wife recently visited
his eister, Mrs. Eunice R Roberts, in
North Bethel.
H. W. Dennison & Co. received another car of corn last week.
Elwin Gerry Davis, formerly of this
village, is now in Centerdale, R. I.
Mr*. Mary Lowell and son Ira have
been very ill of the prevailing epidemic.
George Luxton and family have moved
back to this village, and occupy the tenement recently vacated by Fred Wheeler.
M. Mylee O'Reilly was forced by illness to leave the railway station, and a
relieving agent is Ailing his place until
he is again able to work.
Sleds and sleighs were used in this
town from Nov. 12th to April 10th, and
with six months of winter weather the
other three seasons must be cut short.
A crew of river drivers have been
camping in Mason two weeks, waiting
for rain, and the snow is gradually wasting away without causing a rise of water.

Sale

poultry

Denmark.
Mr. Henry Harnden, after a sb ort illness» died at his home of pneumonia
Saturday. The funeral was held Tuesday afternoon in Odd Fellows' Hall. Mr.
Harnden was a member of Denmark

Lodge, No. 33, I. 0.° 0. F., and was
73 years, 10 days old, and was buried
under the auspices of that order.
The spring term of school will begin
Monday, 29th Inst.
May ball May night

at Odd Fellows'
Hall.
Mr. Fred Sanborn has started his saw
mill on the Bartlett timber at Buck

being over

The selectmen are busy assessing taxes
for the ooming year, 1Θ07.
Mrs. C. K. Belcher has returned from
her visit to Barre, Vt.

Sears port is preparing to oelebrate the
100th anniversary of the launching of its
first vessel. The first vessel built in

the schooner Friendship,
Of the 202 vessel*
built in Searsport 33 were brig*, a rig
now nearly obsolete in American registry. Searsport has built 15 ship*, but
the favorite rig of the old-time shipmasters was the bark, of which Searsport contributed 43. The first ship was
the B. Aymar, of 516 tons built in 1840;
the first of more than 1,000 tons was the
Oneida, of 1,180 tons, built in 1866.
while the last and largest was the William H. Connor, 1,406 tons, built in 1877.

Searsport

was

launched in 1807.

James Ewing of Boston, a diver, 45
a
years of age, was fatally injured by
dynamite explosion at Portland Thursday. He was employed in the building
of the new Vaugban's bridge. A pile
was to be cat off, and instead of sawing
it he decided to blow it with dynamite.
He went down and fixed the cartridge,
rent.
A. B. Abbott baa a Finn girl working bat It caught in the gear and was carried,
back to the surface with him. Not know·1
for them.
A. J. Abbott was at Bethel laat week ing it, be gave the signal for the explo'
on builneM for Adrianoe, Piatt ά Co.
sion, with affects fatal to him.
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JAMES N. FAVOR, ΒΜΓ#οΕ.Ι

TUCKER

Ol Main St..
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YOU ARE GOING TO P AINT
WHY NOT USE

Harrison's Town 1 Country
Is Pure Paint.
READ THE ANALYSIS BELOW WIIICH IS AUTIIOHin

The firm

making

these ch( colates will have

lady

at our

S

main

store on

Wednesday,
Tuesday andMAY
Monday,APRIL
29, 30, and

No.J

*68

[

.30

give

out

This

FREE

new

1 Undetermined

40c.

Pounds at
Half pounds

50 and 60
25 and 30

at

cents

May

1

r.

A.

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,
Maine.

can

be seen at

our

store

anytime

entire rubber boot

an

with

heavy leather

a

sole of Packer or Green
hide backs. (No bellies
or

necks

being used.)

HEELS-whole lifts of

good

Will outwear two or more
other kinds of Rubber Boots.
Can be

affecting

the

leather.
pairs of

tapped or resoled without

water-tight quality.

get the Rubberhide.

FOR SALE BY

J.

F. PLUMMER,
31 Market

Furnisher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

ΙΟβ-3.

at our main store.

Stores, j Sï I Maine.
F.

rnVRTLEFP * CO.

A.

IHUBTLEFF

*

CO.

/»<!/<■

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS.
AH
a -splendid line to show you this season.
We know we can suit you.
all kinds of leather.

We have

new

ΚΌ.00
the North Dakou
Provn,.· < nclo-

of TOWN AND COUNTRY PAINT.—It is The Best.

each.

I1IVI

the

....

analysis was made of paint bought in open market by
Experiment Station and is absoultely disinterested.

cents each.

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
3

Water

.73

*>.10
y.SO
110

and Drier

Turpentine

100.00

100.00

Be sure and
Also various kinds in 5 and 10 cent packages.
attend this demonstration. Remember the d ites, April 29 and 30

and

[

Fluid Portion

Linseed Oil

.4»
181 ] 49.01)

180 ] 48.78

brand

Ί he
price
candy proving very popular wherever introduced.
is within the reach of all. All the leading kinds in bulk goods at
per pound. In fancy box's:

is

of

No.!

If you want the best boot out.

t,

To demonstrate the merits of these goods,
SAMPLES and sell to all who wish to purchase.

("49.12

Γ50.18

White Lead
Lead Sulphate
Zinc Oxide

quality.
a

BEST?

THE

is

Revere Chocolates.
A new line of extra fine

Norway. Malno.

Rubberhide Βοοί

Coats from

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.
8HURTLEFF * CO.

why

make of single harness and four weights of
double team harness on hand most of the time. 1
also carry a large line of sale harness from $10 to $20.
my

Norway,

Β. & Z. S. Prince.

P. A.

That is

to wear out.

make of handstitched harness are selling
my
better every season. I have ten diflerent styles of

I ^T"This Analyhin and that of other kinds

$1.98 $30
costing
never
$5.ro up, Wrappers, Hosiery. Table Linens, &c., &c., was
When in need of anything in the
so large and well assorted.
Yours truly,
dry goods line call and see
from

Norway.

own

sively the Purity

On the above dates we shall
offer our entire large stock of
muslin night robes and skirts
for 90 cents on the dollar. This
is a fine opportunity to fit yourselves out in these garments
for the summer.

cheapest

Because it is the

This

=

$·ο.

LOOK ΛΤ IS.

TOPCOAT?

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

Government

APRIL 26, 27 and 29, '07.

|S.

colore.

$'7'
$10» $'2, $13» 5''4'
and
is
sensible
of
cut
becoming.
Style

April

Our stock of suits

spring's

this

F. H. NOYES CO.

HIRAM O. HUXFORD, late of Norwav, de
ceaaed; will and petition for probate thereo
presented by Adelaide M. Huxford, the exet-u
trix therein named.

by

Joseph Jacques has had his motor
thorough repair for the coming season.

next. A few Browns
are

NEED A RAIN COAT?

leading brands
poultry feeds, Norway,

boat put in

looking

are

for you will find here.

$5» $7*5®'

[Dealers

Harry Goodyear has bad a new upper
part put on his motor boat and a new
three horse power motor put in.

do not recall a
one as this

every

Prices to Fit Any Purse.

Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of May, A. D. 1907, at ï
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

nights.

satisfy

easy to

Grays lead. Blues

G.B.

Hunt,

was so

Colors, style and fabrics that you

year.

Poultry

mediate echool, has arrived and is now
in charge of the school.
The Klark-Urban Co. played here three

experience

business

our

time when it

and black and white mixtures

Brookllne, In thi
STEPHEN CABOT,
H wil pay you to try Purina
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased
for
The small differand
probate tbereo
Poultry Foods.
petlUon
Fanerai services copy of will
bereaved household.
presented by Philip Cabot, one oï the executor
ence in cod between a poor feed and a
were held Tuesday at tbe home of his therein named.
good one is made up in that first extra
parents, Rev. C. N. Gleason officiating.
MARY W. SESSIONS of Rumford; petltim
dozen oi eggs. It pays you to bay
Tho floral tributes were beautiful and that her name be changed to Mary W. Abbott
many, expressive of the deepest sym- presented by said Mary W. Sessions.
Purina
Feeds
pathy of many friends.
WASHINGTON DEAN, late of Oxford, de
will
more egg*.
because
chickens
lay
allowance
for
b]
your
The town schools open Monday.
ceased; first account presented
The Checkerboard Bags contain only
George L. Wilder, administrator.
pure, sound, sweet grains and seeds. AbOxford.
8ANFORD H. WALCOTT, late of Norway
deceased ; first aad final account presented fo
solutely no grit, no smutty or burnt wheat,
T. A. Roberts W. R. C., with invited allowance by John C. PUlsbury. admlnlstrstoi
Call and examine
no trash of drugs.
gueets, celebrated Children's Day Satur- AMELIA J. MONK, late of Hebron, deceased
samples.
day at Temperance Hall. There were flrat account presented for allowance by Sylva
FOR SALE BY
instrumental nus M. Bean, administrator.
and
recitations, vocal
music and a flag drill by twenty-five
NELLIE I.SPOFFORDof Paris, ward; firs
girls, who were dressed in white. This account presented for allowance by Kdwln I
drill watt considered very fine, perfect in Spofford, guardian.
ZRNAS W. HALL, late of Mexico, deceased
every respect. Refreshments of cocoa
petition for license to »eil and convey real estati
and cake served.
by Llnnle M. Hall, administratrix.
presented
It was with regret that the news was
ADDISON E. HERRICR, Judge of said Court
received of tbe death of Ex-Governor
*
A true oopy—Attest :
at one time
of
Perbam
Mr.
Perbam.
in the
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
taught the school in this place and the
Me.
formed
then
NOTICE.
warm personal friendships
The subscriber hereby gives notice that h<
lasted through a life time. The simple
raishas been duly appointed executor of the las
Be successful as other
nobility of character, tbe sincerity and will
and testament of
honest purpose, the whole-souled manSAMUEL V. ABBOTT, late of Rumford.
Purina
the
ers have be. η
feeding
ner in which his whole life was devoted In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
persons havlni
to good, were lessons that sank deep and bonds as the law directs. All
to bring
suie
are
which
ar
aald
deceased
of
Feeds
the
estate
demands
remained, and always in meeting in desired toagainst
present the same for settlement, ani
after years those whom he had known all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay results.
when here they received the warm wel- ment Immediate! v.
JAMES 8. WRIGHT.
April 16th. 1W
MOTICE.
come and handclasp of friendship.
NOTICE.
Mrs. Ν. T. Fisher has received news
The subecrllter hereby gives notice that he
executor of the
from her son, Geo. R. Hersey, in Rhode
The subscriber hereby gives notice that eh ,, has been duly appointe·!
of
has been duly appointed executrix of the las t last will and testament
late of Fryebuiy,
Island, of tbe death of his wife, Mrs. will
KA1.LAKI),
E.
MARY
and testament of
Cora Lena Hersey, on Sunday, after a
In the County of oxftotd, deceased, and glveD
HIRAM D. MERRILL, late of Hebron,
bonds aa the law directs. All persons having
short and severe sickness. They had In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
I net the estate of said deceased arc
demands
been married only a few months. Mrs. bonds as the law directs. All persons havlni ; desired toafro
ar
:
sud
present the same for seulement, and
deceased
of
demands against the estate
and
leaves
to make payestimable
was
an
girl
Ilersey
desired to present the same for settlement all indebted thereto are requested
besides her husband a mother and two and all Indeuted thereto are requested to mak ! ment Immediately.
BA
LLARD.
A.
OK\N
1»)7.
I April leth.
sisters. Her loss will be deeply felt by payment Immediately.
ANNA 8. MERRILL.
April 16th, 1907.
NOTICE.
all.
NOTICE.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Roeben have reI The subscriber hereby give* notice that he
administrator of the
turned from their wedding journey and
The subscriber hereby gives notice that sh ; bus been duly appointed
laa
estate of
t
of
the
executrix
has
been
duly appointed
Mrs. Roeben (Evie Parrott) will remain
late of Rumford,
L.
HAPtiOOD,
I
HAROLD
and testament of
with her family here for a short time be- will
! In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
NEWELL COOK, late of Paris,
All persons having
directs.
law
as
the
tbé
sum3
bonds
for
All
tbe
islands
to
deceased.
fore going
person
In the County of Oxford,
the estate of said deceased
having demands against the estate of said d< demands against
mer.
the same for settlement,
ceased are desired to present the same for settle are desired to present
are requested to make
Mrs. Herbert Denning has a trained
thereto
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested t ) I and all Indebted
Immediately.
nurse for her little boy.
payment
•make payment Immediately.
1
W. TA YLOH.
GEORGE
EMILY M.COOK.
April 16th, 1907.
iSth, 1807.
tbe teacher of the interMiss

East Sumner.
C. B. Ilarlow of South Woodstock was Bridge.
The state tax on this town has been
in the vicinity last week canvaseing for
it
Mr. Harlow has received and Is the largest for year·,
and selling books.
one thousand dollars.

taught

We know it is a backward spring but it will
be warm and then you know you will need the
suit in a hurry. If you will come in now to look,

and asyou will find our stocks very complete
is
worth
sortment large. If a first pick
anything to
first
The
call
you know.
prettiest go

or

of the

affair.
On Saturday morning near tbe residence of Augustus Cloutier, by eome
misdeal, Mr. George Record with horse
and wagon was unexpectedly capsized,
spilling the supply of family groceries,
eggs and other purchases into the street.
No further damage was done than the
mixing up of the food supply in this unceremonious manner.
Mies Flora E. Whitman, daughter of
Ellis Whitman, took her examination
Monday preparatory to teaching the
school in her home district. Miss Whitman is a good scholar and well equipped
for her chosen calling.
Arthur E. Cole, dentist, and dealer in
dry goods, is also agent for the Hersey
heater. He is having one placed in his
bouse on High Street.
Nczinscot Ilall is being cleaned and
put in complete repair. Tbe committee
who bave the matter in hand consist of
C. C. Withington, Benjamin Gerrish and
Mr. C. S. Childs. The building is owned by the Odd Fellows.
Mr. Edward H. Cole of Turner, son of
E. G. Cole, of this village, has had the
unusual distinction of having at one
time nine grand and greater grandpar-
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SOROSIS

EVANGELINE
NEW CENTURY,
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$4.00
$300

$2 50
$a 00
WELLESLEY
Other Lines for
$1.50 and $1 25
Every kind is a bargain. Remember you c<tn find what
of all kinds of
you want here. We carry one of the largest lines
footwear in the State. Also a good line of Trunks, Bags and
Suit Cases.
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House

Company,

Block, Norway, Maine.
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"Mr and «rationed cool."
The Ε. 0. K. A. meet Friday at 4 p. κ
Charles R. Elder, Esq., of Boston, we s
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that I ever saw. He was one of th
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them.

$3.96, $5.98
$1.50, $1.75, $1.98, $2.75, $2 98, $3 25

COUCH COVERS in pretty designs,

50c. to $3.98

TABLE COVERS in plain and mixed colors, very pretty,

Bugs.

designs.

The kind you admiro in floral and oriental
52*27 for $2.&0.

36x18 for $1.00.

30x20, with fringe 79c.

72*80 for $3.87.

THOMAS SMILEY,
Norway,

Maine.

Chuck the Oil Can.
Ordinary
is dirtier than dripping oil.
use oil only once, then let it drip
Cream
Tubular
But
Sharpies Dairy
away.
Separators are different—they use the same oil
If you have
over and over and don't drip a drop.
been using an oil can, chuck it and get a Tubular,
for
Nothing

separators

cream

TUBULARS DON'T NEED IT.
Tubular gears and bearing are wholly enclosed
and entirely self-oiling—not an oil hole on the
Dairy Tubular. To oil the Diiry Tubular, simply
case once or
pour a spoonful of oil into the gear
twice a week—that's all. Gears and bearings run
in a mist of oil thrown up by the revolving gears.
Perfect oiling is only one of the many Tubular*
cost
advantages. It's a fine machine and saves its
to show you a Tubevery year you use it. I want
ular. Drop In and see one. Get a catalog.

T. Ift. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.

8

Manager Oxford County Creamery.

■

Rumford, Me., Bonds.
4 Per Cent.

Due

May 1,1926.

DENIS0N & FARNSW0RTH,
24 M11K St., Boston

17-"

Your

£

BRONCHIAL TROUBLES.

a

are

Large Line at Money Sav-

PORTIERES in scroll patterns and oriental designs,

|

1718

see

We

Rug.

Portieres, Couch and Table Covers.

For Sale.

I

when you

so

cheerful and

more

or a

In looking 'hrough our curtains we have found
several odd lots wh;ch we luv<i marked down,

........

apply

room

MUSLIN CURTAINS, with clusters of fucks, ruffles, figured and striped,
42 l-2c., 50c., «9c\, 75c., 87 l-2c., $1.00, $1.25, $1.50

i

Pasturage.

a

$1.00, Ϋ1.2Λ, $3.00, $3.75
neat corded patterns,
BOBBINET CURTAINS with ruiflee, trimmed with lace, others with insertion
$1.50, $2.00, $3.00
and edged with lace or braid,

■

Agency,

ike

CURTAINS in good sizes with figured, flowered and scroll pattern,
firm 62 l-2c. to 13.75
with deep bordera,

__

!

m

Being
ECRU CURTAINS the kind that ia being used more and more each year.
dark tbej will not aoil easily.
They come in pretty designs with figured and

..

..

To

better than Lace Curtains

nothing
prepared than in previous years with

WHITE

■

—

time is here !

attractive there is

SALE.

Rain Coat.
You'll find your rain coat
for you here ; it's
made of serviceable fabrics

waiting

and will shed water. A rain
coat is a most serviceable

garment

; a handsome

overcoat when

spring

it shines,

a

waterproof garment when it
We have a large
rains.
coats in

useful

of these

assortment

large variety

a

of

All

rei-

fectly tailored in the
satisfactory manner.

most

new

patterns.

matter what you pay,

money's

get jour
here.

No

you'll

w

rth

H. B. Foster,
One Price Clothier,
Maine.

Norway,

_

Copyright

1907 by
Marx

Hart Schaffncr

No trouble to show you
All are inour Hats.
vited to our store.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,

J.

South Paris, Maine.

"pony"

I

j

■

I·

AMERICAN LAW,
(2.12,

p.)

World's champion double-waited Stallion,
25 io 2.30 lint.

By

Mambrino

8 in 2 30 list.

1-4

Dam, Florence Chimes,

Sire, Heir-at-Law,
t; 2.05 3-4,

2.22

By Chimes,

2.30 3-4.

Sire of THE ABBOTT,

2.03f; SHADOW

THE MONK, 2.05 3-4;

CHIMES, 05;
FANTASY, 2.00, with 8
2

King,

AXEBICAH LAW carries the blood lines that

have made

famous.

It will pay jou to breed to the Stallion that has substance,
bas the qualities of a rightful inheritance.

beauty

in the 2.10 liât.

Village
and

Farm

speed

and

Terme, $as for tlx© season
with the usual return

MOUNTAIN

privileges.

Address

VIEW

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
Til Kuril Kin AliariBNgtt

Bear» the

T"

FARM,

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

1 ·μι* m ths

ιοί MUDcrowIittkthiap
that go wrong with children.
When m child is sick jtm
rarely think that Hi rich»— is
caused by worms, yet worms,
either directly or indirectly, are the
casse of three quarters of all the Qb of difldhood.
Children, and often-times adults feel ont of sorts, an
irritable, feel listless and unrehtshed in the morning ; suffer with
r
indigestion, have a variable appetite, foal tongne, offensive breath;
bard and full belly, with occasional pipings and psms ahoet the nsvel ; eyes
^
and
dull ; itching of the nose ; short, dry cough; grinding of the teeth;
heavy,
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions—in the majority of casas the
cause of all the trouble is »W1 though yon may not suspect their presence.
_

_

_

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

pure Tree tabic compound, has been the standard
household remedy since 1S51 ; it never fails to
expel uot only worms but all waste matter, leaving 'he blood rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bowels regular and the whole system strong
and healthy.
The mother who gives her children Dr. True's
Klxir regularly is wise, because it not only inthe appetite, acts as a preventative of
creases
(v r.hs, cold, lever and worms but gives rugged,
a

lot'U'.t

>o.d
"

health.

A9 AntnjH Story For
brilliant
Utile Folk·
down his pen. It
novelist,
laying
yonng
Correspondence oatoplca
heaila aoflclted. Addreaa: Editor HOMBUKUi' waa on· of hia boa·ta that be nerer
AND
Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parla, Me tated to criticise hia own work.
He bad jnat been writing a proposal of
It was dignified, earscene.
Suggestion* lor a Summer Kitchen. marriage
nest, eloquent on tbe man's part; tender,
The fly screena should cover the entire
gentle, affecting on tbe part of tbe girl.
Ν·. 68.—Hidden Rivers.
window and be divided into hinged a coThere was once upon a time a young
As he dreaaed for dinner tbe young
South Brewer, Me., 1906.
1 U Pettengll a smart fellow?
tions the aize of the sash, having a oatch noveliat wondered why men made anon
wbo often went out In tbe field·
lion
nlca.
be
"I have been troubled with a severe
2. I say a zoology class will
on each to hold it in place.
They should an absurd fuss about a simple matter. and watched tbe larger Hons play
headache for the past year, and have
3. He always could win a race.
open outward from the bottom, as it If Doris was dining witb tbe Russells
baseball, and be often thought bow found relief by using the 'L. P.' mediif a suitable
4. Oh, ye·; I sent Beth Ames to tell will then be an easy matter to push them that night, for
and
example,
happy he would be If be was only big cine, and have kept it in the house as
back and wbiak ont the flies, which ia
opportunity occurred, be should certain- enough to take part In their games.
you.
a regular medicine since."
much easier than darkening the whole
ask her to be his wife. Nervous? Not
A. How cas you rally your forces?
ly
▲ a
Yours trul
room and chasing them to tne door.
Well, be grew and grew, and aftar
bit. ▲ man who oould write a scene
Nellie V ana destine.
good idea for a summer kitchen is to like that had little need to be nervous.
awhJ.'é it deemed to him that be waa of
No. 68.—Illustrated Numerical Enigma. make it a one-story ell to the main buildPate was with him. Not only did he baseball size, and he decided to begin
The cause of much sickness can usuing, and have a veranda around the three sit next to Doris at dinner, but, tbe to play. Now, It happened that thia
ally be traced to liver and stomach.
sides. Much of the work may then be
after
amaiier
that
waa
fault
family brougham being
young lion's principal
You can keep these organs in condition
done in the open air. Impossible, there dinner than
before, hia suggestion that
be got to thinkshould be two outside doors, not directly he and ahe should follow on to the he was lazy, and when
nccessary to good health by taking
much running around "L. F." Atwood's Bitters.
They remove
opposite each other. Each of theae may Jowitts' in a hansom, was accepted witb ing about how
to do aa a baaeball existing evils and insure sound and lasthave it* upper panels removable, with
Doris' mother. Now for it. he would huve
by
alacrity
fly screens over the outside, so that in
player be almost became discouraged.
ing health. Begin to-day. 35c. at drug
•D'you feel cold?" asked Doris.
warm weather there need be no bother
After aome time spent In thinking stores.
"Not a bit. Why?"
with an extra screen door. The panels
"I thought you were shivering."
this over he determined, however, to
are easily adjusted, with buttons, when
"O, no, thanks."
try the game anyway.
of lataraat to the ladlaa

The

the extra air ia not needed. Over the
atove there should be a ventilator going
up through the roof, to carry away the
steam and the beat. There should be a
screen over this, so that the flies will not
À
come in when the evenings are cool.
hardwood floor painted with several well·
dried coats is cooler and far more easily
kept clean than one covered with linoleum or matting. If the floor is a double
one—as all floors should be—the extra
coolness will not count when the house
is closed for the winter. It is convenient
to have the range raised on a solid platform (painted to match the lower wall)
to avoid the necessity of stooping while
working over it. Where wood is used,

by all lJruggist·». Price 35c, sue and fi.ua.
Write for free booklet,

CktiJrtH

an

J tktir Dutattt.

BR. J. I. TRIE & CO.,
Auburn, Me.

We have no aooloI

gies

to

offer;

the wood-box should have

This differs from the ordinary numerical enigma In that the words forming It are pictured Instead of described. When the nlue objects, adapted
from St. Nicholas, bave been -rightly

ami the letters set down lu
the order given the forty-two letters
will form a quotation from Owen
Meredith.

guessed

No. 70.—Twisted Tree·.

no excuses to

[Transposais.]

1. Children fresh and
tree.
sat beueath the
the
2. Don't

and
tree In the

conservatory.

make.

No. 71.—Charad·.
My first Is an animal faithful and true.
My second a person moat devoted to you;
My third la a sound often heard on the
My

wall ;
wholb Is

call

a

trait which many

would

An objectionable· one, a trait of the ndno
Which in aiKumentuUve people you And.

No. 72.—Divisions.
1. Divide uu Indian weapon and find
a boy's nickname, an Indefinite article
aud u bird.
2. Divide the palace of the pope and

We made the first real
practical visible writing

And a large vessel, a
find to be able.

machines ever placed
on the market, and we
are making them yet.

personal

pronoun

No. 73.—Concealed Word Square.
(One word Is concealed In euch couplet.]
owned, without a thought of
1. Mux
shame.
He'd not a thaler

2. The

children

to

his

searched

over

And failed to And

a

name.

the

all

fields

four leaved clover

5. Eva declares she did not go.
Where Is the friend who told you so?
4. There Fred and Harry
Beside them purred the

We made them
to start

making

than

6. Be brave, my dear, and do not elgh.
It rends my heart to say goodby.

good

No. 74.—Subtraction.
Subtract a circle from a fish

with—we are
better
them

No. 75.—Geographical Anagrcmt.
1. 8tar mail me-The capita] of a
country lu Europe; it is built almost

eutirely

piles.

on

2. Hob one.—An island in the Iudlan
archipelago; one of the largest in the

hinged

strips

washing, are valuable. In my kitcHen
arrangements I am allowing for the use
of a range only, because in the long run

it is the most satisfactory, if the kitchen
is well ventilated and shaded. But if at
any time one chooses to use a gas or
gasoline stove, there will be no material
change to be made.—Ex.
When Cherries are
CHERRY

SALAD

Ripe.

IN BANANA SKINS.

Select firm ripe bananas that are not
world.
too long, loosen a strip of the skin, carelsT.—An
mau
tan
important
3. Ha
fully turn it back, with a spoon, take
land in America.
out the inside in small pieces and allow
in
4. Ο pac Tom.—Au important river
half a cupful to twice the amount of
America.
cherries, taking care to eave the juice
from the latter. The dressing is made
Nona of Hit Butin···.
by blending with tbe cherry juice pul*
"Willie," said his mother. "I wish verized sugar, lemon and orange juices.
This is poured over the fruit, which is
you would ruu across the street and
Just before serving,
on ice.
how old Mrs. Brown is this morn- placed
lightly stir the ingredients together, pile
ing."
tbe
banana
in
cases, stand on separate
A few minutes later Willie returned
plates and garnish with cherry leaves
and reported:
and fruit.
"Mrs. Brown Buys It's none of your
CHERRY SOUP.
business how old she is."
Add to one pint of cherry juice and
three tablespoonfuls of strawberry juice
A Fly and a Flea.
suga^-to make appetizing. Place
enough
A fly and α flea In a flue
ou the range and when the liquid begins
do?
could
what
they
Wert· Imprisoned.
to boil, thicken with a tablespoonful of
8ald the fly. "Let us flee!"
corn starch which has been first moisten8altl the flee. "I.et us fly!"
ed in oold water. Take from the fire
8o they Dew through a flaw In the flue.
and add the juice of one lemon. Set on
ice until thoroughly chilled and serve in
Key to the Puzzler.
little glasses with wafers for the first
No. 08.—Rlddlemeree: Booby.
course at luncheon or dinner.
Numerical Enigma: PhilaNo. 59.

know how
to and do make better

To-day

aud

have α pronoun.

to-day.

ever

waiting sat.
yellow cat.

a

cover, which can be caught back to the
wall wben the fire Is on, the box itself
being fastened to the wall, on a level with
the stove. In the new order of things
no
we are told that there should be
closet beneath the sink, but I think if
wet
one is inclined to leave dirt,
rags,
etc., about, one will find it quite as convenient to do so somewhere else as here,
The
so that the result is the same.
joints should all be solid so that there
will be no leakage. There should be
partitions in the utensil drawer to keep
the different articles separate. As I do
not believe in stooping, I should leave
the lower part of the epace under the
sink to the will of the p'umber. In one
corner of the room there should be, if
possible, a porcelain basin with marble
top and back, with roller and rings for
towels close at hand. The kitchen table
—of oak—should be on castors and have
a double slide or space beneath to hold
Over
the ironing and pastry boards.
this table it is convenient to have a cabinet for flour, corn-meal, graham flour
and the cereals. One more cupboard,
also with paneled doors and shelves, on
a level with the others, might be used
for the pie, cake and bread tins, with
the many sized lids. This may be a
very shallbw affair, with merely
or grooves to hold the articles upright
against the back. Between the diningroom and kitohen many people bave a
china closet opening into both rooms, to
These cupsave eteps in serving a meal.
boards, when properly placed, will do
away with the reaching and stooping,
which is the bane of the woman's life
who has to use the regulation pantry or
cupboard. Having everything behind
closed doors keeps them free from dust,
besides giving a better appearance to
the room. A email table on castors is a
convenience in taking the dishes and
food back and forth. Clothes bars with
drop extensions, fastened to the walls,
one of them near the stove to hang the
dish-towels on to dry, save space and
trouble. A cupboard on the back porch,
like those in the kitchen, for fruit,
vegetables, empty jars, etc., and stationary tubs with hot and cold Water faucets,
in the same place, for the summer day's

we

FRONT STROKE
WHOLLY VISIBLE

writing machines than
competitors can
any
ever hope to equal.

—

CHERRY

delphia.

No. 00.
Decapltatiou: Cheat, beat,
eat, at
No. 01.—What Cities? 1. Omaha. 2.
Loudpn. 3. Portland.
No. 02.—Charade: Snowball.
Να 03.—College Acrostic: Initials—
crimson. 1. Havoc.
Harvard. Finals
2. Abhor. 3. ltabbl. 4. Venom. 5.
—

It takes time to prove

quality—we've

proved

it.

—

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76

Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.

SHORTCAKE.

Make a sponge cake of three eggs, one
cup of sugar, one cup of flour, two
tablespoonfuls of hot water and one and
Bake in two
a half of baking powder.
layer tins in a moderately hot oven.
thin
with
a
While hot, cover
layer of soft
butter, then with chopped cherries that
have been sweetened. Put one layer on
tbe other and top with whole pitted fruit
sprinkled with sugar. Before serving

▲ bad start. They were on the wrong
He must begin by raising the
tone of the conversation.

"What a wonderfully bright star!" he
breathed gently.
"Which one?"
"Tbe one over there. Don't you see
it?"

Parold

Roofing-

Roofing With ι

Money-back
Guaranty

yes, straight between the horse's
By the " way, wbereabouta is the
'Great Bear?'
"Don't know."
"You needn't get cross, anyway,'1 said
Doris; I didn't mean to worry you."
"You're not worrying me, only we're
wasting time."
"How shockingly rude Γ
"You don't understand. I want to

"0,

always
boughs of the tree, but there was not
a single one of them on the ground.
"Now, It is entirely too warm for me
to spring up there and kuock one of
those cocoanuts down," he said. "I'll
sit here and wait until one of them

just
drops

"Don't mention it," replies the husband. "I want you to bave everything
your heart desires In the way of dresses
this summer. I realize that I have not
been as generous as I should have been,
and I hope I may be able to make up for

rifle ball.
I wonder if you can guess where it
fell. Why, it struck the lazy lion
square upon his lazy nose.
"Mercy!" cried he. "I'll never again
wait for anything that I can get quiter and with less pain by going for it.'
And Mr. Lion was cured of bis lazy

the alarm clock, and she heard

habits.—Pittsburg Dispatch.

this morning."
It is suoh distressing occurrences as
this that make women wish they had
married the squint-eyed, freckled boy,
who afterwards left home and became a

Lattsr

No Relative of His.
Duncan, aged 2 1-2, had been naughty;
to punish him his mother tied him in his
high chair and kept him there for one
hour by the clock.
His father got home before the hour
up, and asked the
he was tied up.

youngster

"Father," replied Duncan, pointing an
accusing finger at bis mother, "I'm com-

Parold Lasts

Longest

Becaase it is made of the best/eft—made ia oar owa
mills (published in 1817); other manufacturer· buy
their felt outside and limply m Pirate and ooat it.
acd i: Own you are not satisfied
because it is soaked (not dipped) ia · eaturstlng
the U»t read y routing
that ycu
compound w hich nuikea it water proof ia every fibre.
send us your name and aJBecause it iscoatedon both aide· with thestreapMt,
thickest, smoothest, toughest, most flexible coating
•!r«-ss, au J we will semi you a check
used on any ready roofag. Don't take our word alone
for the (all oust of the rooting infor it. Compare Paroid with ακι other. Tea eaa a··
cluding the cost of applying it.
α ad feel the difference. Paroid doe· aot break or
crack in the coldest weather or rua ia bot weather.
Because it ia applied with our patented square,
rust-proof a»|x*—water proofed oa both aide·»—the only cape that will not rust, work looae
and cause leaks.
>_
These are some of the reaeoos why we can give Paroid so Btroag a guaranty—way It lasts
so long—w^y it isso largely used by the U. S. Gov't, railways, factories and farmer· everywhere.
All we ask is that you try it, oa our money-back guaranty.
If your dealer cannot supply you, don't take η substitute but sand for wplaa and prices.
I'll roui; open it; inapply it to your roof,

cue lot of
pUY
i->
it;

spt-.-t

BUILDING PLANS FREE

plans for .Practical Farm Buildings.

5. P. MAXIM &

Steam

Engine

Better do it at

oaca

SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

and Boiler

IF YOU want a quick cash
■al» (or your country property, write for oar improved
FREE listing blank*. No ad-

Fer Sale Cheap.

Second hand, six horse power
van oe payment required.
If you desire to purchase real estate,
engine and eight horse power boiler. write
Call and see them at A. C. Jones' some or call on u·. We, have for sale
of the beet farms In Oxford

Machine

Shop,

South Paris, Me.

County.

The E. A Strout Farm

Agency,

"Lirgnt in the World."

1(4 NASSAU STREET, NEW

YORK.

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr.,

Norway,

Remedy

a

Mrs.

Finicky—Norah,

I

just

Vicious, Curs.
•'No one come.·» in contact with all
sorts of doss more than the letter carrier," said the man In gray as tbe Interviewer trudged along lieslde him.
"Take It outside the business districts
and every other family has a dog.
Many of them I pay no attention to,
but about one out of Ave aches to get
his teeth into my logs at first sight.
It Is a part of my duty to teach such

and

read that

his

owner,

man

or

woman,

likely git worse soon, an' thin η bolt for home. It's a lesson he never
rayquire alkyhol rubs, massage thrate- forgets, and I believe It also Increases
rainte, hippydermic injictions, an' hot- his owner's respect for Uncle Sam's
water bottles at night, an1 I'll have ye uniform."—Chicago News.
underethand right now that I'm no
A CARD.

This Is to certify that all druggists are
authorized to refund your money if
Foley's Honey and Tar fail* to cure your
cough or cold. It stops the cough, heals
the lungs and prevents serious results
from a cold. Cures la grippe coughs,
and prevents pneumonia and- consumption. Contains no opiates. The genuine
is In a yellow package. Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Speaking with

a

young

lady, a gentle-

mentioned that he had failed to
keep abreast of the scientific advance of
the age. "For instance," he said, "I
don't know at all how the incandescent
electric light Is produced." "Oh, it's
very simple," said the lady. "You just
press a button, and the light appears at
once."
HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.

Cook a pint of pitted cherries with a
The new member—I suppose yon
pleased to announce that little water and a cup of sugar to a rich never thought I'd be elected to the LegFoley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds preserve. Cover the bottom of three islature,
did you, 'Rastus?
and lung troubles is not affected by the
The waiter—No, sah; but de Lawd'a
layer-cake tine with flaky piecrust rolled
National Pare Food and
law as it

Drug
thin, prick with a fork aod cover tbe will be done.
or
other harmful
with uncooked rice to keep in
recommend it as a safe layer·
Mr. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne, W. Va.,
■shape. When taken from the oven reremedy for children and adults. F. A. move rice and spread the layers with the writea: "I waa a sufferer from kidney
Shurtleff ά Co.
not get
prepared cherries. Before serving slide disease, so that at times I could
cover with whipped out of bed, and when I did I could not
Mr. Y ou ngb us band (reading from pa- on to a large platter,
stand straight. I took Foley's Kidney
and dot with cherries.—Ex.
pers)—Married, Blanche de Smythe to cream
Cure. One dollar bottle and part of the
Walter Wellington Beere. What old
cured me entirely." Foley's Kidmemories that name awakens.
Many novelties have been introduced second
Cure worka wonders where others
Mrs. Y. (blushing)—I never imagined in neck wear this spring, tbe choker ney
A Co.
in the winter for are total failures. F. A. Shurtleff
yon knew of my engagement to Walter. collar which appeared
Mr. Y. (chillingly)—I was alluding to the first time being now decidedly in tbe
I
can't
"I'm very sorry, but
pay that
lead. These stiff turndown linen collars
Blanche.
bill to-day. You see the butcher has
are embroidered in neat designs, and
and—"
AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
■ometimee show open work or eyelet just been here,
"Yea," said the grocer, "I just met
One of the worst features of kidney effects. With these collars the made bow
and he said you put him off because
trouble is that it is an insidious disease or rosette of- soft silk is worn, also tbe him,
had to pay me. Here's the bill."
and before the victim realizes his danger pleated lingerie frill with lace edging you
Take and French embroidery. A newer idea,
be may have a fatal malady.
Every one appreciates a beautiful
Foley's Kidney Cure at the first sign of however, is a simple little lawn tie with
men.
trouble as it corrects irregularities and a lace medallion inserted at either end. complexion, so much desired by
who use
go around Such complexions come to all
Brigbt's disease and diabetes. This is just long enoughandto tie
35
in front Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
the neck under the collar
A. Shurtleff A Co.
in a medium sized bow. Many simple centa, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff A
S tevena.
"How do you succeed in insuring so wash waists are trimmed with detacha- Co. ; O. D.
ble front pieces which extend from the
many people?"
Mlaa Skreecher—What aort of songs
"I look them over, and then I look collar to the waist line. These are made
doubtful and offer to bet them a dollar with a center of embroidery or lace and do you like best, Mr. Supbrerf
atis
stock
A
an edging.
frequently
Mr. Supbrer—The songs of the seventhat in their present state their
tached to this piece. Windsor ties in teenth centnry.
tion for insurance would be rejected."
Misa S.—How odd! Why do you preplain silks, sometimes embroidered or
There are many tonics in the land,
hemstitched at the ends are worn as fer them?
As by the papers you can see;
mnch with the stiff linen collars as with
Mr. S.—Because nobody ever sings
But none of them can equal
soft turnover*. In tailored neckwear 'em nowadays.
there are many pretty stocks of wash
Ho Ulster's Rooky Mountain Tea.
material with tabs and for mannish efTHIS MAY INTEREST YOU.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. ; O. D. Stevens.
fects the onoe-over in linen Is very
No one is Immune from kidney trouble
so just remember that Foley's Kldnev I
Belshaitiar saw the writing on the smart.
wall.
Cure will stop the irregularities and I
If the eyes be bathed in oold water cure any oaae of kidney and bladder
"It's only unwritten law that goes,"
he remarked airily.
every night Just before retiring they will troubla that la not bayood the reach of
medicine, V. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.
Being folly up to date, he had no fear. do better work the next day.
opiate·

we

Îrevente

applica·

j

High Grade Portrait Work
in

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

SOUTH PARIS.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
Design a
Copyrights Ac.
and
a
«ketch
sending
description mar
Anyone
whether an
quickly ascertain our opinion freeCommunicaInvention Is probably patentable.
tions strictly confldentlal. HANDBOOK on Patanta
sent free, oldest agency for securing patents.
Patenta taken through Munn * Co. raoalT*
ιpteUU notlet, without charge, In tb·

NORWAY, MAINE.

Indian· With Blu· Eye·.
One of the mysteries of Mexico Is
presented by the Maya Indians, who

inhabit the Sierra Madre mountains in
the lower part of Sonora. They have
fair skins, bine eyes and light hair, and
students of ethnology have always
been puzzled to account for them.
There Is a tradition, however, that
these Indians are the descendants of
the crew and passengers of a Swedish
vessel wrecked ou the Mexican coast
centuries before Columbus discovered
the new world, but this tradition is
founded on nothing more substantial
than a folklore tale current among
them that their ancestors came over
the big salt water hundreds of moons

Rheumatic
Invited To-day

that there is not a
world that will not

fled of ita merit.
We could not afford to do this if we did not
know that after you are freed from this dreaded
disease that you will recommend it to all your
friends who have rheumatism. We know from

experience that personal recommendation from
one person to another Is the most valuable advertising, and that Is the way we intend to acquaint the world with I'rlc-O. Don't put off
writing because this offer will soon expire, and
then It will be too late. Do U to-day and start
yourself upon the highway to perfect health
Semi for Urlc-O no matter
nnd happiness
where you live. It Is sold by Druggists all over
this country, ami we want you to have a bottle
fiee. Urlc-O Is sold and personally recommended In Somh I'arls by K. A. ShurtU ff A Co South

to close out odd

up stock.

MICAj

Corner Main and Danforth St».,

MAINE

NORWAY,

Th· Vulgar On·.
Cornhlll Magazine tells of an Englishwoman of high station who bewailed to a friend the loss by death of a
but extremely
lit
bred
somewhat
wealthy neighbor who bad been very
liberal In his help to her country charities. "Mr. X. is dead," said she. "He
was so good and kind and helpful to
He was so
me in all sorts of ways.
vulgar. |KK>r. dear fellow, we could
not know him In London, bat we aball
uieet In heaven."

Odd Coinoidsnee.

Not many years skice a pastor In
N«*w York state read In his pulpit this
portion of a hymn:

Well, the delightful day will come
When my dear tard shall take m· bom·,
And I shall aeo hla face—

Just then he was stricken with paralysU and died In a few momenta. Thirty-throe years before In the same pnl*
lit another pastor was reading the
very same stanza when be, too^ was
«trlcken and died.—Scrap Book.

s

{riCT?^at co1"Cu toads,
^iie
^Uing°vetr°c

Builders' Finishl
I will furnlih DOORS and WINDOWS of
31u or Style at reasonable price*.

Also Window & Door Frames,
If In want of any kind of Finish for ln«l le tr
Outalde work, tend In your order·. Γη«· Lux
ber and Shingles on band Cheap for <,Mh.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
M

itched Hard Wood Floor Hoard· for isle.

CHANDLER,

W.

E.
West

Sumner,

Mulct.

Boar for Service.
Bershire Boar, at my

Registered

farm.

A. O. CORBETT,
South Paris.
15, 1907.

Pure bred White Plymouth Rock.
Setting of thirteen eggs, 50 cents.
RAYMOND L. ATWOOD,
Paris, Maine.

■—

Specialist
The Aetna Indemnity Co.
of

Specialist

Hartford, Conn.

Ileal Estate
Mortuaire Loans
Stocks and Hondn,
Cash In Office ami Rank

81, 1906.

«

Outstanding premium· less than 3

200 00

same,

68

$1,148,807
LIABILITIES DBC.31,1906.
Net UnpaM Louses
$ 72,587 10
Unearned Premium*,..,,
278,17536
Allother Liabilities,.»:
30,083 91
(Contingent fund voluntarily «et aside
lW.fKwOO
by Co.,
Cash Capital
500,000 00
168,061 31
8urp!us over all Liabilities
Admitted Assets

Liabilities and Surplus
$1,148,897 68
W A LTE It L. OBAY, Agent,
South l'arli, alalne.

right good
right size.

Boar, just

Berkshire

come

to the

who Is

Gasoline

Manure

Cylinder

Spreaders,
Sulky Plows.

A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

Printers' Iuk uses a great many
advertising blotters—in fact, uses
no other. They cotue in ax fast
as wanted, and very nice and
bandy they are.

Ο. K. Clifford,
South Paris. Me.
DEALER IX

arc

SYRACUSE AND ΊΘ FARM
IMPLEMENTS, SULKY AND
DI8K
PLOWS.
WALKING
AND SPRING TOOTH HARROWS, SCRAPERS. CULTI-

Ab. tbat is a tiling the Little
School master never observed, or.
If be did, be never remembered
aud does 11 t now reiuemt>er.
But be likes tbe blotters.—Print-

ers' Ink.
Thla

criticism

Is

never

plicable to advertising
your local paper.

apin

#ΐ>·Ρ|Μ·ΐ|ΐι·ιη"Π»|ΐι;|»ιΐ||

VATORS,

Everj retail merchant must
bave a store as well as a stock
and pay rent or its equivalent.

He must buy beat, light, service,
transportation postuge— In fact,
a host of things. He canuot get
along without them. They are

F0L£T3D0NET«^CAR
ft tkUérmmt emfe, emrm· JT« vtatM

called

the

"fixed

chargea" of the business. But
having all those expenses does
not bring busluess.
The

thins needed ta
publicity—that people ahonld
know

one

him

and that

he haa

■ometblnv whleh they need
or

want.

If the expenses are 10 per cent
without advertising, make them

12 or 14 per cent with advertising and double or quadruple
the business.-Men's Outfitter.

Tou

are

invited

to

let

ETC.

Aleo agent for AepmwftlJ
Sprayer and potato planter and
Hoover digger.

FIXED EXPENSES

sometimes

...

Oil.

Disk Harrows,

JACKSON,

Whose Ad.?

on

»pt lailrt,

Kye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tr\ llM.

South Paris, Me.

idvrrllanuriit·
thou blotter» f

a

DR. PARMENTER

Service fee $i.oo.

A. K.

man

85,623 15 «loes one thing only. No charffo for eye 'Ural#·
3,182 46 atlons or consultation.
30,634 99

$1,152,847 «58
3.96COO

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted,

For sixteen years I have flue·! g!**»·"- to Isfecttve eyes an<l nothing else—tlut maki·* at »

4,100 00 specialist. If your eyes trouble you In any wsjr,
7ΐ9,βί%1!ΐ and If
you want cxjtert a«l»lce In ny.v l to
309,450 89
who

months i'ue,
Interest ami Ken te
AII other Assets,

the

Wkoit

ur

Eggs for Hatching.

a^cav5,betoncûnog·

A

Fidelity purchased with money, QMS·
isaeca.

ey can destroy,

E. W. (HWIMJ IÎ,

VUe

ff^«tbSûc\e^rc
ο"

For Service

All
men, bat It
would be better for all poor men to be
philosophers. As to the rich, they do
not need philosophy.—8t Louis Glob··
Democrat

Philosophy.
philosophers are poor

Norway, Me,

Can afford to ami will pay more for r.u>, rub·
tiers, and metal than any «tranter tin α
to
your houee.
He pa»e from $3 to $9 per ton for Iron le It.
ered to nlm here.
He buys folded newspaper».
He le paying for mixed rag», 1 cer.t a pond.
Rubber· according to market.
I'aya market
price for bran sack*.

The lionne and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarab \V. Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, bai
two apartments of seven and eiu'hr roumi
with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in
excellent condition. The ήι indi are
extensive, containing additional bouie
lots.
W. T. IIEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. I'arii.

;flM.«.-ν

iw

Total

THE...
Norway National Bank
issues checks payable
in nearly all parts of
the world in the currency of the country on
which drawn.

Doesn't Know It All.
"What do you study at school, my
little man?"
"I am studying the history of France,
sir."
What can yoo tell me
"Indeed.
about Charlemagne?"
"Oh. sir. we have only sot te far as
Adam and Eve."—Paris Journal

REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

For Sale in South Paris.

ί—TjTfire!)

ASSETS DEC.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

LEON I. HARLOW,
124 Chandler St., Boston, Mass.

April

Asri

patterns and clear

rooms.

I'aris and West I'arls, Me.

ago.
An Ancient Prayer.
Old John Ward, who was pilloried
by Pope in the "Dunciad" and who
actually stood In the pillory In the
year 1727. when he was said to have
been worth £200,000, was nevertheless
He bad large estates in
a pious man.
London and Essex and did not omit
to pray for their welfare In the following manner: "O Lord. I beseech thee
to preserve the two counties of Middlesex and Essex from Are and earthquake. and as I have a mortgage In
Hertfordshire I beg of thee likewise to
have an eye of compaesion on that
county, and. for the rest of the counties. deal with them as thou pleaseth."

case of Rheumatism in the
yield to the wonderful effects

doubter

—

Wool Carpets

The house must have at least seven

All

Urlc-O, and we want to prove it to every
beyond all possibility. The best way to
do this la to give a large trial bottle of this
remedy outright to every sufferer and let him
test and try It to his own satisfaction. If you or
no
any of your family suffer from Rheumatism,
matter what form, just cut this notice out of the
paper and send It together with your name and
address, also the name of your druggist, to the
Smith Drug Co., Syracuse, Ν. Y., and they will
send you by return mall a liberal trial package
free of all expense. There h no Veservatlon to
this offer. You take the remedy home and use
it according to directions until thoroughly satis-

of

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Pari· village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

orchard as possible, and not over
2 1-2 miles from a railroad station.

If there are still any sufferer* from RheumaIn this county or wherever this paper
readies, that h ive not yet tried the wonderful
Rheumatic Remedy Urlc-O, we want them to
We llrmly believe
it now at our expense.

A LOW PRICE
ON

To

Desirable Residence for Sale,

I want

TO TEST URIC-0 FREE!
Bottle Oiven Free
Who Apply.

Property

For B*le

Farm for Sale.
a farm of about
sixty acres
of good soil, good buildings with
modern improvements, with as large

Every
75-Cent

Maine.

In Paris and vicinity. Inquire of
W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
South Paris, Maine.

LowistPriCGS inOMGountY.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largwt circulation of any scientific tournai. Term». 91 a
year: four months, |L Sold by all newsdealers.

—

Oo.,

and Farm

Village

Optioian.

Jeweler and Graduate

Scientific American.

In-

kind! It'll

thrained nurse!

Mouldings st>!L,

&

Player Piano

are

-

HILLS,

try

Mats, Mirrors

Nichols St.,

dulges in all sorts of threats. I deliver
a celebrated German doctor says a broom
the mail and say nothing and go on.
is full of bacteria, so hereafter you'll
The dog's eyes are sore for a fortnight,
have to give your broom an antiseptic
and If lie afterward meets me ou the
bath each day.
Tbe Maid—I'll do nawtbin' av the street he will drop his tail and make

man

South Pari·,

tism

and Pictures,

For

lifelong lesson."
pletely surprised at that lady."
"Do you kick them?" was asked.
"That would be loolisli. I carry here
No false pretense has marked tbe ca
No idle in my side packet about a quarter of α
reer of Ely's Cream Balm.
promisee of rewards for cases it will not pound of dry flue cut tobacco. You see
cure.
Being entirely harmless, it is not It Is almost as fine as snuff. The dog
responsible like the catarrh snuffs and that means to bite you /won't come
powders, for minds shattered by cocaine. charging down with a roar. He sneaks
The great positive virtue of Ely's Cream
behind and gives a Jump in. I am
Balm is that it speedily and completely up
to be
Back ready for It. Without seeming
cures nasal catarrh and hay fever.
I know where he Is, and at
of this statement is the testimony of watching.
thousands and a refutation of many the right moment he gets the tobacco
years' success. Ail druggists, 50 cents, dust In bis eyes. Then there Is a cirThat dog goes through such α
or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren cus.
Street, New York.
performance as you never witnessed,

We are

no

Had

curs a

LAW.

containa

Carrier

Picture Frames

L M. TUFTS,

HOW TO REPEL A DOG.

plutocrat.

quite

the ground."

a

the voice of her husband saying:
"I'll be late to work again to-day.
Say, lend me half a dollar, won't you? I
haven't got carfare and lunch money

why

to

And then the lazy fellow sat down
on the sund and closed bis lazy little
He
eyes and went sound to sleep.
slept and lie snored, and be snored ao
hard that he Jarred a cocoanut off the
tree, and It came tumbling down like

it now. Here, take this double handful
of gold $20 pieces, too. Look out there!
You're dropping them."
But the double handful of gold twenties fell to the floor and went jingling
here and there and tbe husband laughed
merrily until—
B-r-r-r-r-r-r-r !

was

Agent,

General
J. F. L1SC0MB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

and

Billing» BlOOk,

rates always as low as other

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.

and The Lauter

W. J. Wheeler db

Fare Portland to Boston §100
...
$1 OO

Freight

large bunch of money and tells her to go
right down town and buy everything she
likes.

waa

REDUCED BATE* t

lines.

From Fancy to Fact.
"O, thank you!" exclaims the delighted wife, as her husband hands her a

It

Portland Division.

Poole, Merrill, Prescott
high grade instruments,

sold for just as |ow
of
instrument.
the
Also I have
for
the
quality
money as they can be sold
on hand.
stock
A
always
large
several medium grade pianos.
Price»
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you iQ
the best pianos that are on the market.

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, steamers alternately leave Franklin Wbarf,
Portland, and India Wbarf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. m.

ask you something."
"I'm not a-bit of good at riddles."
"O, it isn't a riddle.** The Jowitts'
door was in sight. They drew into the
"It's—look
line of creeping vehicles.
here! Will you marry me?"
"Will I what?"
"Only marry me—that's all."
'Of course, you old duffer. I
meant to. You knew that."

Eastern Steamship Company.

The Mehlin,

all first class,

are

Stateroom

Alias. 0. Holla 7. Demon.
Most victims of appendicitis are those
No. 04.—A Famous Geueral: Grant. cover with whipped cream heaped high, who are habitually constipated. Orino
thus making a beautiful as well as a de- Laxative Fruit 8yrup cures chronic con·
Rowing, tailor, Nevada, button.
licious dish.
stipation by stimulating the liver and
No. 05.—Polygon:
bowels and restores the natural action of
CHERRY BETTY.
2.
1.
the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
in
dish
and
a
Butter
put
a
*
L
κ
deep baking
does not nauseate or gripe and is mild
layers of stoned cherries and bread and pleasant to take. Refuse substiII
V
Ν
crumbs, the fruit first liberally sprinkled tutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
with sugar, nutmeg and cocoanut; add
A
CO
Β
Her Mother—Does your husband take
cherry juice enough to moisten and
crumbs until the dish is full, bread on you into bis confidence regarding his
κ
η 3.
η
α
Cbic
top. Cover and steam in the oveo one business affairs?
A
Ο
TA
hour, uncover and brown quickly. Serve
Young Wife—Oh, yes; he did so only
hot with sweetened cream.
this morning. When I aaked him to let
R
*
AS
me have 150 for a new gown he aaid he
CRYSTALLIZED CHERRIES.
waa very sorry, but business was so bad
A
Τ
Ν
Β
Beat the whites of three eggs until
just now he couldn't possibly do it.
stiff, lay clusters of the cherries in the
4.
5.
beaten egg, with tbe stems, of course,
Thousands have pronounced Hollister's
Omissions: Harms, hams;
No. 00.
outside. Drain and cover part of them Rooky Mountain Tea the greatest healdeans, dens; freed, Fred; hotly, holy.
with
with white sugar and the others
When medical
ing power on earth.
No. 07.—Reversals: 1. Laid, dial. 2. red
pulverized sugar. Set aside to science fails, it sucoeeds. Makes you
a
in
buttered
Part, trap.
harden on
paper. Keep
well and keeps you well. 36 cents, Tea
cool, dry place.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; O.
or Tablets.
THE NEW PURE FOOD AND DRUG
D. Stevens.
CHERRY
PUFF.

drugs, and

FAMILY MEDICINE

ears.

—

Hie

Lazy Lion

"I'll go off to tbe cocoanut tree now
and get a ball," eald be to himself, and
off he went to where tbe tall trees rose
from the sandy soil of the plain.
Away up above bis head he saw the
nice round cocoanuta banging to the

plane.

^PIANOS.^

Headache Remedy

NoviHft'i Proposal.
"Capital," exclaimed th·

the

public know what you have
for aala through thla paper.

DISTRICT
AND

AGENT

HKVERAL ABLK

SOLICITORS

WANTED.

Our accident and health insurance both
industrial and commercial, with I·«?**'
00
Services, is magnetic, the only kind
the market.
Write to-day to Sorti
American Accident Ins. Co., H3 i.iberty
Street, New York.

kill™, couch
CURE THE LUNCS

and

—

Dr. Kings

New Discovery

rnn

/CONSUMPTION

FOR I

OUGHSand

^OLOS

Prie·

50c 4

Fre<

$1-0°

Tritl.^

Surest and Quickest Cure fcr all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.

UBS"· Eariy

